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Arrests made in beating of truck driver
By JAMES ANDERSON
Associated Prima Writ.,

LOS ANGELES — Police and FBI arrested four men today
in the dramatic televised beating of a truck driver in the early
hours of last month's riots, officials said.
FBI and police special weapons team officers raided six
locations in the South Central area at about 2:30 a.m. and
took three men into custody, said Mike Botula, a spokesman
for the district attorney's office. A fourth man was arrested
later in the morning, said police Lt.. Bruce Hagerty.
Driver Reginald Denny was severely injured when he was
pulled from his truck and beaten by rioters in the South Central neighborhood April 29. He remains hospitalized.
Neither spokesman would give names of those arrested or
the possible charges.

But ABC Network News reported that the men were
booked for investigation of state charges of attempted murder,
mayhem, robbery and torture and federal charges of interfering with a vehicle engaged in interstate commerce.
The men were taken into custody peacefully, ABC said.
On Monday, former CIA and FBI chief William Webster
was picked by the Police Commission on Monday to lead an
investigation of the riots, the worst in the United States this
century. Fifty-two people were killed and damage was put at
$785 million.
The violence was touched off by the verdict in another videotaped beating — the beating by police of motorist Rodney
King.
Webster said his investigation of the riots will focus not
only on the police response — the slowness of which has
been blamed for Denny's beating — but on whether the may-

or and the news media bear responsibility for the outbreak of
violence.
"The whole country needs to understand what happened in
Los Angeles," said Webster, also a former federal judge.
It is the second civilian panel to investigate the Police
Department since 1991 King beating. A commission headed
by former Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher last
year accused the department of racism and brutality.
"I'm not going to quibble with it." Police Chief Daryl
Gates said of the new inquiry. "I think the important thing to
do is to stop the media riot on the police department."
The Police Department has been criticized for retreating
from a flashpoint area where Denny and other motorists were
pulled from cars and beaten, for leaving business owners to
defend their stores and for telling victims there was nothing
police could do.

Butch Sergeant named
Mayfield's city planner
transition period into the job so I
can maintain and continue my
existing surveyor business but on a
Former director of Planning and much lower scale then it was
Zoning in Murray, F.T. "Butch' before," Seargent said.
He replaces former Mayfield
Seargent has accepted a position as
City Planner James Thomas who
City Planner of Mayfield.
"I feel good about it," Seargent resigned April 30.
Seargent will begin his new job
said, "I look at it as being very
much a challenge and I am excited today.
"All of their ordinances are older
about Mayfield as a city and I am
looking forward to working with and need to be updated. The first
thing I will be doing is working on
the city."
Seargent currently owns and their comprehensive plan," Searoperates F.T. Seargent and Associ- gent said.
Among his duties as City Planates Surveyors and Engineers of
ner Seargent will be working with
Murray.
Because of his new position the Zoning Adjustment and ConSeargent will be moving to Graves demnation boards and the city's
county sometime in the next 18 planning and zoning commission.
He will oversee municipal planning
months.
"They've given me an 18 month and building code supervision.
By CANDY MAINERS

Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
After failing for two days to
snare a marooned communications satellite with a 15-foot
hook, NASA may send two
spacewalkers to reach out and
"grab that thing" in a last-ditch
effort to save it. Page 3

STATE
SOMERSET — Farmers,
lawyers, doctors and others
spoke out at the first of 15 forums on health-care reform being
held in Kentucky. Page 3

SPORTS
Calloway County tennis teams
swept Fort Campbell in boysgirls competition Monday. Page
8

CANDY MATHERS/Ledger t Times photo

Michael Carlton, executive editor of Southern Living magazine, was in Murray Monday touring the Boy
Scout Museum for its inclusion in the September issue of the magazine. Carlton (center) is pictured with
Mark Hunt, director of the museum and Anne Adams from the Murray Chamber of Commerce.

PERSPECTIVE

Magazine editor looks Murray over

'Agree or Not' columnist Todd
Duvall knows what most Kentuckians would say about ethics
in state government. Page 4

By CANDY MATHERS
Murray lodger & Times Stan Writer

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Wholesale
prices, helped by a moderation
in energy costs and the biggest
drop in vegetable prices in nine
months, edged up a slight 0.2
percent in April, the government
reported today. Page 2

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy tonight with a 50
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Lows around 60.
Wind shifting to the northwest 5
to 10 mph. Partly sunny and
mild Wednesday. Highs 75 to
80.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.0, +0.1; below 300.0, -0.3
BARKLEY LAKE
359.1, +0.1; below 303.9. +0.1
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SUELENE CHU
Valedictorian

LAURA DAVIS
Salutatorian

Murray High names valedictorian
Suelene Chu, daughter of Angela and George Chu, will serve as valedictorian during Murray High School's commencement exercises
Thursday night, while Laura Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Zimmerman of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. John Davis of Hammond,
La., will serve as salutatorian.
Chu has maintained a four-year academic average of 98.64 while
Davis' four-year mark was 96.96.
Matthew Lawson ranks third and Catherine Hurt fourth in the class
of 84 seniors. Lawson, son of Anita and Hughie Lawson, had an average of 96.40 while Hurt, daughter of Jean Hurt and Harold Hurt, had a
four-year record of 95.93.
Murray High's commencement exercises will begin at 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus.

Southern Living magazine has its
eye on Murray.
Michael Carlton, executive editor of the magazine was in Murray
Monday touring the Boy Scout
Museum for its inclusion in the
September edition.
"We're going to feature the
museum in our magazine and we're
thinking of doing a feature on the
Land Between the Lakes some time
in the future," Carlton said, "I like

that name — Land Between the
Lakes."
"An article in Southern Living
magazine would greatly increase
our exposure on a national level,"
said Mark Hunt, director of the
museum.
Carlton is an Eagle Scout and
came to Murray to tour the
museum. AL
"We cider Kentucky one of
the most important southern states
— we'll they're all important,"
Carlton said, "but West Kentucky
has been undiscovered by our

magazine."
Carlton was in Murray as a guest
of the Murray tourism commission.
"We worked very hard through
the state to get him to come to
Murray," said Anne Adams of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
"Southern magazine has over 14
million readers and the inclusion of
Murray in the magazine will potentially bring more tourism to the
community," Adams said.
The magazine plans to send a
photographer to the museum next
week to shoot photographs

Low-wage workers double in decade
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than 14 million American workers
hold low-paying jobs, nearly double the number of a decade ago, the
Census Bureau says.
The bureau's study, released
Monday, showed low-wage jobs on
the rise even in the economic boom
that ended with the present
recession.

The nsing share of low-wage the less educated were the most
jobs cut across boundaries of race, likely to hold such jobs.
language, age and education.
The bureau defined a low-wage
Whites, blacks and Hispanics, job as one paying below $12,195,
young people, the middle-aged, the or about $6.10 an hour, in 1990,
elderly, high-school dropouts and and below $6,905, or $3.45 an
high-school graduates were all hour, in 1979.
more likely to hold low -paying
"If you finished high school in
jobs in 1990 than in 1979.
Blacks, Hispanics, the young and (Cont'd on page 2)

Signings ofdiscontent
Perot roaring ahead; petition drives complete in 20 states
By TOM RAUM
taiteciateel Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Texas
businessman Ross Perot is roaring
ahead toward a berth as an independent presidential candidate in
all 50 states. Volunteers in 20
states say they've already collected
enough signatures to put him on
the fall ballot.
Supporters everywhere else predict they'll do likewise. Even in
New York, where Perot faces possibly his strongest challenge, supporters were confident of winning a
slot for the Dallas billionaire.
"We're getting more and more
volunteers," said Charlie Donnelly,
head of New York State People for
Perot.
An Associated Press survey of
all 50 states shows that Perot supporters are not only well on their
way to delivering the needed signa-

tures, but in nearly every state were
projecting numbers far more than
required.
"It's a mark on history is really
what we're looking at," said Clancy Eldredge, a Perot spokesman in
Michigan. He said su• • trters there
would gather 500,111 signatures
even though only 25,646 are
required.
"There's aa tremendous groundswell," said Oregon organizer Ted
Thomas, who said 18,000 signatures — more than half the amount
needed — were collected in just
two weeks.
And Wisconsin supporters only
need 2,000 signatures but are
shooting for 1.06 million. That
would top Bush's total vote count
in 1988 in a state he lost to Democrat Michael Dukakis. "It will be a
good drill," said Cynthia Schultz,
a Wisconsin Perot campaign
official.

Perot cleared a major obstacle on
Monday by meeting Texas' first-inthe-nation deadline for submitting
independent-candidacy petitions.
He personally delivered about 90
cartons of petitions to the state
Capitol bearing what organizers
said were 225,000 signatures —
more than four times the required
54.275.
"Well, you showed 'em," Perot
told a crowd of hundreds of supporters who chanted, "Run. Ross,
run."
Perot is already on the ballot in
Tennessee and Utah.
Petitions have been submitted in
Texas, Delaware, Maine and New
Hampshire and are being validated
by state elections officials.
Organizers in 14 other states say
they have collected more than
enough signatures — although they
haven't yet submitted them. Those
states are Alabama, Alaska, Mori-

da, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa. Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, New
Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio and South Carolina.
Wyoming supporters said they
expect to have the needed signatures by the end of the week. And
in Kentucky, organizers say they
hope to submit 30,000 signatures
— more than the 5,000 needed —
by May 26.
Perot seemed assured of a spot
on ballots in Washington state and
Arkansas, where petition drives are
not required but where state law
requires conventions for minorparty candidates.
Arkansas supporters will hold
theirs on May 29 or May 30 and
Washington supporters will hold
theirs on June 28.
Things haven't all been smooth
for Perot's forces.
Virginia got off to a rocky start.
Petitions had to be recalled when it

was discovered that they listed two
electors in the wrong congressional
district.
The original chairman of the
Virginia drive, Patrick M. Clawson, claims he was ousted for
insisting on the recall and for firing
A board member for failing to consider minonties as electors.
And in Mississippi, a petition
drive was stopped by an attorney
general's ruling that the petitions
must contain the name of a permanent vice presidential candidate.
Perot originally said he'd be a
candidate if supporters got his
name on the ballot in all states. But
more recently, he has said he
would not wait for some states —
like New York — that don't allow
such a drive to begin until late in
the summer.
Petitions cannot begin to be circulated in New York until July 7.
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Wholesale prices up 0.2 percent in April
cent in April, the government
reported today.
It marked the third straight
month that the Labor Department's
Producer Price Index, which mea-

WASHINGTON (AP) Wholesale prices, helped by a moderation
in energy costs and the biggest
drop in vegetable prices in nine
months, edged up a slight 0.2 per-

Convertible, white, 43,xxx miles, loaded

sures inflation before it reaches
consumers, had edged up just 0.2
percent.
So far this year, prices at the
wholesale level have risen at an
annual rate of just 1 percent and
many analysts believe the rest of
the year will show little acceleration from that pace.
The new look at inflation was
likely to provide more cheer for
Wall Street, where investors
believe the absence of inflationary
pressures will allow the Federal
Reserve to move soon to cut interest rates further to spur the sluggish economy.
The hope of lower interest rates
helped spark a Monday rally that
sent the Dow Jones industrial average up 28.17 points to its 19th
record close of the year, at
3,397.58.
Last month's small gain in
wholesale prices came as a surprise
to analysts.
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Pick 3: 8-0-6 (eight, zero, six)
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Murray State University has five new department heads: (left to right) Dr. James Hammack, chair of the
Department of History; Dr. Judy Brookhiser, chair of the Department of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation; Dr. Ross Meloan, director of Cooperative Education and Placement; Dr. Tery I Walters, chair
of the Department of Home Economics; and Dr. Buddy Krizan, chair of the Department of 0Mce Systems
and Business Education.

Jones expects Hosker to leave
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Lottery vendor GTECH expected to
hear by today whether Kentucky
Lottery Corp. President Jim Hosker
will head the lottery in Texas, a job
Gov. Brereton Jones believes
Hosker will take.
Jones will recommend a replacement at a special lottery board
meeting tonight, spokesman Bill
Griffin said. Jones met recently
with Hosker, and "it is his understanding that he (Hosker) will take
the job in Texas," Griffin said.
GTECH is under a five-year contract to run the Texas lottery starting around July 1.
Craig Watson, a GTECH spokesman in Rhode Island, said the lottery vendor expected to get final
word from Hosker about the job
offer no later than this morning.
Jones said recently that he

CLARIFICATION
Mark T. Henderson, son of Paul
Henderson (formerly of Murray)
and Linda Smith of Louisville, was
a 1992 magna cum laude graduate
of Murray State University.
Early information sent out from
the U.S. Chess Federation concerning the results of the 1992 National
High School Champion Chess
Tournament in Lexington, Ky.
listed a team from Cherry Hill, N.J.
as taking the top team trophy. The
top award actually went to Edward
R. Murrow High School in Brooklyn, N.Y. The team from Cherry
Hill placed third nationally in the
team rankings.

expected Hosker to find it impossible to turn down the job offer in
Texas, where he would work for
GTECH.
In 18 months, Hosker has
received nationwide acclaim for
making Kentucky's lottery the
fastest-growing in the country.
Hosker makes about S96,000 a
year with the Kentucky lottery; he
also is in line to get a 20 percent
bonus June 30 for ticket-sale
increases. Jones said Kentucky
could not match GTECH's offer.
Specific terms of the offer have not
been made public.
Hosker did not return phone
calls late Monday. Lottery spokesman Greg Donaldson said he
couldn't comment on the board
meeting.
Lottery board member Connie
Lawson said she was not surprised

that GTECH is recruiting Hosker.
Under Hosker, statewide lottery
sales have increased dramatically,
as has the amount of money
returned to the state treasury.
Hosker has changed most of the
lottery games to make them more
attractive to players, to generate
higher jackpots and to increase
prize payoffs.
In other lottery news, a 2-monthold statewide security and validation system for scratch-off lottery
tickets has helped crack five cases
in which more than 3,000 tickets
were stolen.
The computerized system, which
cost about $2 million to install,
provides lottery retailers with a
bar-code reader that makes it virtually impossible to cash a ticket that
has been reported stolen.

Local News Roundup
HAZEL MAN ARRESTED
The Murray Police arrested Kelly G. Oliver, 18, of Hazel Monday afternoon.
Oliver was detained for identification purposes after he was recognized by
Murray Police officers. Oliver was wanted by another agency and he was
charged with giving a false name to the Murray officers. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department served the outstanding warrant on Oliver. Oliver was placed in the Calloway County Jail.
MURRAY MAN ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT
Michael Eugene Lopez, 28, of 306 North 6th St., Murray was arrested by
Murray Police at approximately 8:15 p.m., Monday evening. He was charged
with 4th degree assault (spouse abuse) after he allegedly assaulted his girl
friend. Lopez was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
HUB CAPS STOLEN FROM VEHICLE
A theft of two hub caps was reported to the local police from a vehicle
parked on the business lot of Randy Thornton Heating and Air. The theft
occured sometime after closing on May 8.
NO ONE FOUND AT ACCIDENT
The Murray Fire Department was called to an accident at 12:01 a.m., this
morning at 641 South and 1828. The rescue vehicle R•1 went out and found
a 1972 Ford on the southside of 1828 turned westbound in a very deep
ditch. No one was found at the scene of the accident.

Low-wage...
ELECT
Charles T. Jr.

Ross Insurance Agency

aV BANKEN

1ST DISTRICT CONGRESSMAN

We can no longer afford to let Congress take us down a road of
failures. Our present Congressman is part of that failure which has
become worse every year during his past 18 years in office.
We trust put ethics back into politics. Let's take a look at some things
our present Congressman is doing. After months of saying he didn't
have any bank overdrafts, the list released showed that he had 152 bad
checks. The facithat he had bad checks was bad enough, but he is still
blaming others for his problems He has tried to hide the facts and has
even misled us about the date he first found out about his bank
overdrafts. I find no ethics in any of these actions.
He has taken special interest money from so many areas that there
would not be enough space to list them on this page. He said he did not
have anything to do with the failed Banks & Savings and Loans. He is a
ranking member of the House Banking Committee and that is why he
has in the past and still is being given thousands of dollars for special
consideration. and I find nothing ethical about these actions either. This
special interest money being poured into Congressmen's campaigns
put a dark cloud over our financial institutions even when most are good
& honest institutions. It needs to stop.
I find nothing ethical about a sitting Congressman such as ours that
sees nothing wrong with going around his district telling individuals and
businesses to send money to his wife who is running for Congress in
another district.
My degree in business management and good common sense will
help in staff selection and office management that is greatly needed to
improve our district's problems. I need your help and your vote.
Thank you,

3..4-Chuck

BANKEN
"For A Better Tomorrow"
—4410 Pold *

Ow*. For Cover C***ft• Tr. 44

Dr* Tr*, 1101 Or** 91 • 1.**erv* If I 42420

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main

(Cont'd from page 1)
1979 and had reasonably decent
skills, it's more likely that you
would be entering into some type
of manufacturing job," said Isaac
Shapiro, a researcher at the Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities, a
Washington issues group. "Now
that person is more likely to enter a
service sector job, such as clerical
work. It may be flipping
hamburgers."
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SPECIAL
Due to the response in the month of
April West Main Chevron has decided
to extend this offer thru May.
Air Conditioning Special
Offer Good Thru May 30
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First health-care forum draws crowd,ideas

News of the World
GET OUT AND GRAB THAT THING

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — After failing for two days to snare a marooned
communications satellite with a 15-foot hook, NASA may send two spacewalkers to reach out and -grab that thing" in a last-ditch effort to save it. If the
attempt, scheduled for Wednesday. is unsuccessful again, the $157 million
Intelsat-6 satellite will be a total loss because space shuttle Endeavour
won't have enough fuel for a fourth rendezvous, NASA said Monday The
seven-member crew wants to pluck the satellite from space and attach a
booster to lift it from the uselessly low orbit where it was left two years ago
by a miswired rocket. The satellite is about 225 miles high, instead of
22,300. Intelsat, a 122-nation consortium, had hoped to have the craft working in time for the Olympics this summer in Barcelona, Spain. It's designed
to carry 120,000 telephone calls and three TV broadcasts simultaneously.

WEBSTER TO LEAD RIOTS PROBE

A.)

LOS ANGELES — FOUTIef CIA chief William Webster says his investigation
of the riots will focus not only on the police response but on whether the
mayor and the news media bear responsibility for the outbreak of violence.
Webster, also a former federal judge and FBI chief, was picked by the
Police Commission on Monday to lead an investigation of the worst U.S.
riots this century. The violence touched off by the Rodney King verdict left
52 dead. "The whole country needs to understand what happened in Los
Angeles," Webster said. It is the second civilian panel to investigate the
Poke Department since 1991 King beating. A commission headed by former Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher last year accused the
:artment of racism and brutality.

SMART KIDS CAN CHOKE, TOO

WASHINGTON— Parents of precocious 2-year-olds may be tempted to buy
toys marked "ages 3 and up" for their gifted children. But even the smartest
2-year-old needs protection from choke hazards, and that's the unwritten
message of the age label. Federal rules require any toy labeled for children
from birth to 36 months to pass a test that assures none of its parts can
cause choking. Toys for older children aren't held to the same standard.
Since most people don't know this, consumer advocates and health officials
want warning labels about possible choking hazards on toys for 3- and
4-year-olds.

GAS STATION WITH THE WRIGHT STUFF

CLOQUET, Minn. — Can the lowly gas station ever be considered a work of
art7 ft can — if Frank Uoyd Wright designed it. "He wanted to put beauty
into everything," said Daryl McKinney, whose father-in-law, Ray Lindholm,
commissioned Wright to design a gas station for him in this small northern
Minnesota town. "Even if something is to be a gas station, form would follow
function. II would be pretty and attractive, not mundane." The Phillips 66
station, built in 1958, is the only gas station ever designed by Wright. Hailed
as "revolutionary" at its opening, the full-service station has weathered the
oil crisis of the 1970s, the depressed economy of the area, and the rise of
the convenience store. It still attracts hundreds of Wright buffs a year,
McKinney says.

Tavern owner charged with murder
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Hopkinsville tavern owner was
charged with murder in the death
of a patron, authorities said.
Thomas Lee Bailey, 35, was
being held Monday night at the
Christian County jail- in lieu of
$100,000 bond, the jail said. Bailey, owner of the 30 Grand Club,
was arrested early Sunday.
William Otis Wilford, 30, of
Evansville, Ind., was shot once in
the chest with a .38-caliber
revolver, Sheriff Tom Scillian said.
Coroner Dorris Lamb said Wilford died at 12:40 a.m. EDT Sunday of a single gunshot wound to
the left side of the chest. Lamb said
Wilford was in town to visit his

mother for Mother's Day.
Scillian said Wilford and Bailey
were arguing just before the
shooting.

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — Farmers, lawyers, doctors and others
spoke out at the first of 15 forums
on health-care reform being held in
Kentucky.
And two of seven prepared questions drew a unanimous "yes"
from the 225 people who turned
out Monday night: whether all
Kentuckians should have access to
quality health care and whether
reform was necessary.
The meeting was sponsored by
the Task Force on Health Care
Access and Affordability. The forums are the first step in health-care
reform called for by Gov. Brereton
Jones, who plans to call a special
legislative session this fall to
address the issue. The task force
will present the findings to a commission Jones has named to come
up with legislation.
The ideas introduced in Somerset
ranged from capping medical bills
to limiting awards in malpractice
lawsuits.
"I think they're raising the right
issues," said Human Resources
Secretary Leonard Heller. "They
definitely agree it's time for
reform."
Other ideas included increasing
Medicaid payments for rural physicians so more would serve in those

Calloway County High School
has announced that the election of
parents for the school's Site Based
Decision Making committees will
take place on Thursday night (May
14) at 7 p.m. in the high school
cafeteria. All parents who will have
a student at Calloway County High
School for the 1992-93 school year
are encouraged to attend and vote
in this election.
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?Airway Ledger & Times
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Publisher

neurosurgeon and a task force
member, disputed those figures.
and other physicians called for
Kentucky Medical Insurance Co.
President Steve Salman said that
"defensive medicine" costs $169
billion nationally and that reforming the judicial system "would
help reduce those costs."
Caleb York of Russell Springs
said everybody — patients, providers and attorneys — bears some
responsibility for the problems in
health care.
"Surely they (doctors) won't
keep charging as if they haven't
been paid.... It's just ruining all of
our insurance," York said. People
are too quick to sue, and attorneys
"are too quick to help them out,"
he said.
The task force showed the audience videos before asking three of
the questions. One examined preventive health care, including the
high cost of smoking: The state
Medicaid Department has estimated
that smoking-related illnesses and
their treatment cost taxpayers $90
million in 1988.
Although burley tobacco is Kentucky's top legal cash crop, the
attention to tobacco brought some
compliments.
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areas, spending less on people who
are near death and using the savings for other purposes; and
encouraging healthier lifestyles.
Roger Blair, a dairy farmer from
Taylor County, suggested there be
some kind of limit on medical bills,
noting that the government controls
milk prices. "We have limits for
what we charge, so why should
insurance companies have no limit?" he asked.
Diane Gividen of Lexington said
she supports some kind of ratesetting commission for health care,
similar to the method the state uses
to control utilities.
"If we have some kind of ratecontrol board, ... I feel that would
be one way to control health-care
costs," she said.
There was a bit of sparring
between the medical and legal professions. Doctors want to limit
medical malpractice awards, arguing that unnecessary tests are conducted to prevent lawsuits, thereby
increasing health-care costs.
But Richard Hay, a Somerset
attorney and secretary of the Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys,
said malpractice insurance accounts
for only six-tenths of 1 percent of
all health-care costs.
Dr. Russell Travis, a Lexington
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Pickens Get Back On Come
‘s
FS

Betty Pickens says she's not a "great" golfer. But she's
also quick to say, it's great to get back out on the course after
a year-long battle with lung cancer.
Betty has been in and out of Community Hospital in
Alayfield since March of last year. "I think I've been in every
room on the second floor," she says. "And I got the same
mar;elous care each time I was there."

"It meant so much for us to be able to stay here in our
home community during my surgery and treatment.
Having doctors and nurses that I know caring for me gave
us such a sense of comfort and security. We had complete
confidence in my surgeon, the oncologists and the nursing staff. I don't think I could have gotten better care
anywhere else. And neither does Dr. Pickens!"
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Perspect ive 011 Polit ics

Bush, Democratic foes
rush to outdo each
other on urban relief
By TERENCE HUNT
Associatod Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON - After a round of finger-pointing and photo opportunities on Los Angeles' riot-scorched streets, President Bush and his
Democratic opposition are rushing to outdo each other with warmed-over
remedies for long-neglected urban problems.
Over three years, the administration and the Congress have been unable
to agree on any blueprint for the cities. The scrambling for advantage in
an election year makes the effort even more difficult.
Both sides agree the explosion in Los Angeles makes it imperative to
try. Moreover, America's disenchantment with incumbent politicians and
the widespread- unhappiness over gridlock in Washington could provide
some momentum for action.
Both Bush and the Democrats are struggling to leave the impression
that they are taking the lead, stressing that urban revitalization is a political and public-policy priority.
But neither side appears to be in the mood for compromise.
"The president has pushed the snooze button on the domestic alarm
clock long enough," House Majority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., declared in a standard rhetorical blast Monday. "Los Angeles has awakened
the entire country. Now he can afford to slumber no longer.''
Likewise, Bush, at a re-election fund-raiser in Philadelphia, insisted
that Congress should stop stalling and adopt his prescription of urban
remedies.
"We all know what the critics will say: 'You've proposed all this
before, Mr. President.' And the answer is true, that's right," Bush said.
"But now it is time to act on these proposals because this time they know
we are right. ... It's no longer good enough to try the old ones."
Bush summoned congressional leaders to the White House today to discuss possible solutions. The Democrats tried to steal the show by holding
a news conference to issue a four-page letter urging bipartisan support on
a broad range of familiar domestic legislation.
The Democrats' list included urban enterprise zones, another extension
of unemployment insurance, a $3.6 billion increase in public works
spending, crime legislation pending in the Senate and a housing bill that
would raise spending on an administration program encouraging public
housing tenants to purchase their homes.
Enterprise zones, which would lure businesses to inner cities through
tax breaks, also are the centerpiece of Bush's package. He recently vetoed
the Democrats' bill that would have created enterprise zones because it
would have raised taxes on wealthy Americans.
Aside from enterprise zones, Bush said his priorities are reform of the
welfare system, a new strategy for American schools and his tenant ownership proposal.
From time to time, the president has spoken up for urban initiatives
such as enterprise zones but for the most part he has ignored the subject.
Perhaps to encourage the Democrats to deal, the White House spoke
warmly of the proposals they offered Monday.
"It sounds like the same programs we've been proposing," presidential
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said. "It looks realistic, it looks very close
to what we have in mind."
Bush revamped a his political visit to Philadelphia on Monday to
Include a tour of blighted neighborhoods and a meeting with community
leaders.
Top administration policymakers stayed home, hurriedly repackaging
legislative initiatives that have been proposed previously and exploring
whether there are any new reMedies that a deficit-strapped government
can afford.
A majority of Americans - by a margin of 46 percent to 41 percent are unhappy with the way Bush has responded to the Los Angeles riots,
according to a New York Times-CBS News poll. Significantly, 53 percent
of all whites and 76 of all blacks registered disapproval with the way
Bush is handling race relations in general.
Democrat Bill Clinton, the likely Democratic presidential nominee, said
Bush has done little to address the basic social and economic problems of
the cities. Bush blamed the riots on frustration created by failed social
programs of the 1960s and 1970s. Clinton and Bush both toured the riot
neighborhoods.
Clinton promised "new ideas for the '90s" and "pulling the American
people together across racial and gender and income and regional lines."
Community activists in Philadelphia told Bush they don't understand
why the government can't help them if it's able to give away millions of
dollars in foreign aid.
"We're in a depressed situation where our people cannot see their way
Out," the Rev. Parish Bowens, a minister and community activist, told the
president. "We feel that as taxpayers, we shouldn't have to beg for
help."
Bush's only reply was about enterprise zones. "1 think it really will
work," the president said.
• • • •
(Terence Hunt, the chief White House correspondentfor The Associated
Press, has covered George Bush since 1981.)

State Editorial Roundup
The Paducah Sun:
Kentucky Secretary of State Bob Babbage is doing a good service by
emphasizing "the none of the above" option in the state's presidential
primary May 26. There will .bE a place for voting "uncommitted."
The chance to register a choice without voting for one of the named
candidates or resorting to silly write-ins may appeal to many Kentuckians
who otherwise would skip the election.
It surely is conceded that by the time the primary rolls around, George
Bush and Bill Clinton - barring some lightning bolt of fate or disclosure
- will be assured their parties' respective nominations. So, the Kentucky
presidential primary is an exercise without real impact on national politics. It simply comes too late in the season.
Still. Kentuckians will have the opportunity to demonstrate their preferences. And if none of the five listed Democrats or the one Republican,
Mr. Bush, suits them, voters can pull the "uncommitted" lever.
A significant vote for that choice in either party, while not affecting the
outcome of the national convention, would carry its own message for the
politicos to read.

Reflections on Mother's Day
I. "Take your elbows off the
table."
2. "Who do you think you are,
the Queen of Sheba?"
3. "What do you think this is, a
hotel?" (Variant of: "What do I
look like, your servant?"
4. "Wait 'til your father gets
home."
5. "What will the neighbors
think?"
6. "Some day you'll thank me
for this."
7. "Think of the starving children in China."
8. "Get your hair out of your
eyes. You'll go cross-eyed."
9. "Your face is going to freeze
that way."
10. "What if you get in an accident?"(Usually said in reference to
dingy underwear.)
It. "Keep your hands to
yourself."
12. "You can just M.Y.O.B.
young lady/young man."
13. "Don't put it in your mouth."
14. "Keep that up and you'll

a litany
30. "I'm only your mother."
31. "Bored? You're bored? I'll
find you something to do!"
32. "I'm going to count to three
33. "If I have to come up those
stairs."

poke an eye out."
15. "I'm going to wash out your
mouth with soap."
16. "You can just go to your
room and stay there until you're
ready to behave."
17. "How do you know you
don't like it? You haven't even
tasted it."
18. "If you want something
done, do it yourself."
19. "You're not getting up from
this table until all that broccoli/
oatmeal/tomato aspic/prune puree
is eaten."
20. "There's the door."
21. "Doesn't that teacher give A

pluses?"
22. "You fooled around and
fooled around and now someone
got hurt. I told you that would happen, didn't I?"
23. "I'll give you something to
cry about."
24. "Break that and you won't
get another one."
25. "Don't come crying to me."
26. "Don't play with your food."
27. "Leave your little sister/little
brother/nerdy cousin alone."
28. "Why can't you be more like
your sister/brother/nerdy cousin?"
29. "You think money grows on
trees?"

34. "We can turn this car around
right now and go right back home."
35. "If everyone else jumped off
the Brooklyn Bridge, 1 suppose you
would too."
36. "I don't care if the Pope says
it's okay."
37. "I'll just stay here. You go
on. I'll be okay."
38. "There is not a jury on the
face on this earth that would convict me..."
39. "You would try the patience
of a saint."
40. "1 hope that some day you
have a child who treats you the
same way you treat me."
41. "Clean up your room."
42. "Who used up the last of the
milk/soda/toilet paper?"

What would most Kentuckians say?
FRANKFORT - So, we're
going to study ethics now. Presumably - although, in Kentucky
politics, one should never presume
anything - the study will conclude
that ethical behavior is a good
thing.
This task force on ethics is the
product of a meeting last week
*that& columnist
between Gov. Brereton Jones and
Democratic leaders of the House casts a pall over anything and anyand Senate. Ethics, of course, is one involved in that process. Not
high on everyone's agenda these fair, of course, but true
days, what with one former senator nonetheless.
indicted for and confessing to a - Thus, the sooner the better the
major lapse in ethical behavior General Assembly cleans up its
(soliciting a bribe and bribing other ethics act. With the uncertainty of
legislators), a federal grand jury what the grand jury in Louisville is
investigation of unethical behavior going to expose, legislators aren't
by senators and representatives and likely to squeal very much when
reports that the FBI has video and tough limits are placed on their
audio tapes of Kentucky lawmakers relationships to lobbyists and camacting in highly unethical ways.
paign contributors.
When all of this tumbled into
But now we study.
public view, on the final day of the
And study.
1992 General Assembly session
Does it really require a task
with FBI agents serving subpoenas force of representatives (all of
on a dozen past and present legisla- whom are retiring this year) and
tors, Jones almost immediately senators and a couple of people
suggested a special session to from the administration to deterstrengthen ethics laws that apply to mine what is ethical conduct and
the legislature. He indicated he what is utiethical? Do we have to
thought the session ought to be have meeti*, public forums, staff
soon and many agreed. The on- reports and surveys to decide that
going federal investigation of cor- no member of the General Assembruption in the legislative process ly should accept a bribe?

other legislators in Las Vegas in
1990. It is safe to say, then, that at
least some lawmakers in Kentucky
can be had for the price of
admission.
That's a terrible thought, admittedly, and one that will raise the
hackles of those who can't be
bought at any price.

Todd buvall

After all, bribery is illegal anyway and the existing legislative
code of ethics forbids it.
Alt, but the task force will determine what, in fact, constitutes a
bribe. A $4,000 PAC contribution
to a legislator's campaign fund? A
free ride to Florida aboard a chartered plane? A fee to speak to a
trade association? A contract for
legal work? A bottle of bourbon or
a country ham at Christmas? Actually, only one is now illegal and
unethical - the ride to Florida.
In fact, during the legislative
session, the existing Board of Ethics determined that free tickets for
legislators to a horse race, or, for
that matter, tickets to the University of Kentucky's football and
basketball games, doesn't constitute a bribe. On the other hand,
then-state Sen. John Hall of Henderson was buyable for the notvery-princely sum of $1,500 and he
says he used only $3,350 to buy

Most Kentuckians would say
simply that no legislator ever
should take a thing of any value
from someone who wants to sway
that legislator's mind and vote an a
particular issue, a bottle of bourbon
perhaps exempted. Most Kentuckians also would say the campaign
contribution limit for legislators
should be the same as those newly
imposed on candidates for statewide offices. Most Kentuckians
don't need a task force to come to
those logical conclusions. Nor do
they need a nicely printed report,
bound in deep blue with the Great
Seal of the Commonwealth
embossed on the cover.
Anyway, we'll eventually get
something of ethical substance.
Perhaps even before the expected
special session later in the year on
health care costs - when all those
health care lobbyists swarm intO
town with a lot more than bourbon
to hand around.

Welfare dollars won't cure pove
In his speech to the nation May
1, President Bush was correct to
separate the jury verdict in the
Rodney King case from the outrageous and indefensible rioting,
looting, killing and criminal
assaults that hoodlums, thugs and
thieves visited upon the city of Los
Angeles.
The President accurately noted
that the violence was "not about
civil rights" or "the great issues of
equality" but "the brutality of the
mob, pure and simple." He also
was correct in pledging to use
"whatever force necessary" to
restore order.
Like the Clarence Thomas hearings last fall in which the issue of
sexual harassment, not Anita Hill's
veracity, was promoted as the central issue, there are those who
would use the beating of Rodney
king to indict America for being a
racist country and to club the taxpayers into submitting to a new
wave of massive federal spending
on "anti-poverty" programs.
That is precisely what U.S. Civil
Rights Commission Chairman
Arthur Fletcher called for after a
meeting with President Busn and a
group of black leaders. Fletcher
wants a massive federal effort to
confront racial division, poverty
and urban problems.
It is good that the President has
told the Justice Department to
move quickly to see whether federal civil rights laws were violated in
the arrest and subduing of King.
But the killing and assault of innocent people, also captured on vidcoupe, was at least as horrifying as
the edited King video which, until
recently, never showed King lunging at police. Conveniently ignored
is the fact that King was not an
innocent bystander who had been
hunted down by munch% police
t0.
1,94110:
1.11efitlie ,

S.

trying to elude police at speeds
exceeding 100 miles per hour.
Many of those show and beaten in
downtown Los Angeles were innocents going about their business.
The usual political opportunists
were tying up the airwaves with
their criticism of Presidents Bush
and Reagan, their indictment of
white America as "racist" and their
demands for more money to
"solve" the problem of poverty. If
the hundreds of billions spent by
the Great Society were not enough
to cure poverty, it is unlikely that
spending additional billions will
help anyone other than those "civil
rights" professionals who profit
politically and financially from the
misery of others.
The Rev. E.V. Hill of Mt. Zion
Baptist Church in South Central
Los Angeles doesn't believe the
rioters were reacting to the King
verdict. He told me, "They-were
filling their pantries and living
rooms and replacing old furniture.

Every drugstore was targeted professionally because drugs are there.
Jewelry stores, too. It was an
organized pattern in the Watts riot
and the same was true last week."
Hill, who disapproves of the jury
verdict, noted that the law-abiding
protested in church by praying,
singing and speaking. These, and
the black people who risked their
lives to rescue the wounded and
injured from the streets, are the
real heroes and role models in this
disgusting affair.
The country must not be stampeded into another round of spending on programs that don't work.
We should regularly reassess race
relations and reach out to minorities to help them with their special
problems. But their biggest problem is not lack of money, it is lack
of [unity. No federal program will
have a greater impact on crime and
other antisocial behavior than the
return of the black man as husband
to his wife and father to his child-

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encbur/0„tp,express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writingietterfto I1 editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they complyewith the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verifltatioo
'nectitery(tettpliorterousibeas will ad be published.)
ThekiffilZd
get it Times reserves the right to condense or reject
all lestes
should
Letters
he addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
tft Times, PA. Box 1040,, Murray, KY 42071,

ren. Since 1965, the number of outof-wedlock births has more than
tripled. It is now a cliche that more
young black men are in prison than
in college.
Lawrence Mead of New York
University has observed, "What
matters for success is less whether
your father was rich or poor than
whether you knew your father at
alL" Nothing will substitute for or
have the same effect in the rearing
of a child than a man who keeps
his promises to his wife and loves
his children.
A recent study published in the
Journal of Research in Crime and
Delinquency found that the proportion of single-parent households in
a community predicts its rates of
violent crimes and burglary.
If the federal government wants
to do something meaningful in
response to the Los Angeles riots,
it should'revise and reform its policies, including tax laws, which
undermine family stability - and
cohesiveness.. Some states, such as
Wisconsin, are leading the way
with welfare and divorce reform.
As for the Rodney King affair,
the issue was more than race. It
was crime. Rather than make crime
the 041 point, television exploited
the edited videotape and used It as
a metaphor for hateful white
America clubbing black America.
If the Los Angeles police officers broke federal law, they should
be convicted. But the entire country does not deserve to be indicted,
convicted and sentenced to another
round of spending on failed
programs.
America should constantly reassess its attitudes toward race relations, but the discussion should ite
kept in the proper context. That h
clearly what is not happening the
aftermath of the Rodney King
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Tomorrow- The coup without a name
Where the price and service
East dealer.
makes the pill easier to swallow'
the nine otspades. When Westcashes
Both sides vulnerable.
his spades, South discards • club
NORTH
and a heart from his hand while
•96 3
407 Maple
discarding a diamond and a heart
753-4451
•Q 108
from dununy.This leaves West with
•K J 4
Glendale at WhIlnell
no choice but to lead a heart or a
753-4175
amerw.an
•K Q 7 2
mwsurance inc
diamond, thereby presenting South
Hours. Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
WEST
EAST
with his ninth trick. Declarer incurs
.411111011
*QJ 1052
*A8
no risk whatsoever with this method
•K 5 3
•9 7 6 4
of play. He simply forces West to do
•986
•Q 7 3 2
his work for him.
+104
+965
SOUTH
•K 7 4
•A J 2
• A 105
46A J 8 3
The bidding:
East
South West North
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — queen of spades.
Here is another example of how
important it is to plan the play of the
hand as a whole. West leads the
queen of spades against three
notrump,and East takes the ace and
returns the eight. South now has to
find the best line of play.
Declarers immediate question is
whether to duck the second spade or
go up with the king, but this cannot
sensibly be answered without looking well beyond what to do at trick
two. Before coming to a decision,
South counts his winners He has
eight of them — a spade, a heart,
two diamonds and four r11,1,.
He then looks for a means of
gaining a ninth trick. Two possibilities stand out. One is a heartfinesse,
hoping East was dealt the king. If
the finesse succeeds, South has ten
tricks; if it fails and West started
with five spades, South goes down
one.
The other approach is to rely on
a diamond finesse. This is certain to
produce a ninth trick if declarer
guesses which way to take the finesse. The objection to this method
of play is that declarer will still be a
trick short ofhis goal ifhe rnisguesses
and loses the finesse to East, and
may go down immediately if he loses
the finesse to West.
But there is a third possibility —
much less evident, yet highly likely
ALL LINGERIE FROM WARNER'S',
ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S DRESS
to succeed. It avoids the finesses in
MAINDENFORM°, & VANITY FAIR'
SOCKS & UNDERWEAR
both red suits and instead compels
West to yield the ninth trick.
Accordingly, South wins the
spade return at trick two, plays the
A-J and another club, and exits with
SWIMWEAR FOR MISSES AND JUNIORS
ALL MEN'S HUNT CLUB°

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
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Three MSU faculty
have papers selected
at annual meeting
Academic papers written by three
faculty members from the Murray
State University Department of English were selected as "Best in Section"
at the annual meeting of the Kentucky
Philological Association at Georgetown College in Georgetown.
Receiving honors were:
—Brenda G. Paschall, visiting lecturer in English, for her paper titled:
-If You're Going to Talk to Me,Son,
You'll Have to Walk': Language Use
in Wendell Berry's Fictional Characters."
—Victoria M. Beyer, visiting lecturer in English, for her paper titled:
'The Poison of Scorn: Destructive
Egoism in George Eliot's Daniel
Deronda.-Charles H. Daughaday, professor of English for his paper titled:
"God-thinking Man: The Problem of
Ontology in Jung and Jeffers."
The three papers will now be
considered for publication in the
"KM Review."
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Murray resident
presents paper
at conference
Andrew Wooldridge of Murray
presented an academic research paper
April 10 at the annual meeting of the
Southeastern Undergraduate Psychology Research Conference in Birmingham, Ma.
Wooldridge, son of Lauri& Cook
and the late Robert Wooldridge, is a
senior psychology major at Murray
State University. His paper, titled
"Relationship of Personality Differences to the Occurrence of Hallucinations," detailed the results of research
conducted earlier in the semester.
Wooldrid* was among five senior
psychology students from Murray
State to present papers at the conference.
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MURRAY TODAY
Celebrates first birthday

JO'S DATEBOOK
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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The Adult Learning Center in Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, will be closed on Thursday and Friday, May 14 and 15, according to

Carol Lane, coordinator. The center will reopen on Monday, May 18, at 8
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North Site meeting Wednesday
North Calloway Elementary School Site Based Council will have a special
called meeting on Wednesday, May 13, at 5 p.m. at the school. The purpose
will be to approve the primary plan for the next year. Also Dr. Nancy Lovett
will discuss the federal programs' report. All interested persons are invited
and urged to attend this special called meeting.
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CCHS Decision Making Election planned
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Laura Ann VanMetre and
Christopher Shawn Lewis to marry

VanMetre-Lewis vows
will be said on May 23
Adrienne Nichole Kimbro celebrated her first birthday on Wednes-

day, April 15. A clown cake and clown collectibles were the themes of
her party. She is the daughter of Hugh W. Kimbro and Darla Dobkins. Her grandparents are Nordene Larson, Carrie Estep, John and
and Minnie Kimbro, all of Murray, and John Dobkins, Abilene, Kan.
A great-grandmother is Pearl Dobkins of Abilene, Kan.

'Chinese Cookery' lesson
given at Pacers' meeting
The April meeting of the Pacers
Homemakers Club was held at the
home of Alice Witte.
"Chinese Cookery" was the lesson presented by Gladys Jarrett.
The members enjoyed the results of
the lesson with a luncheon of egg
rolls, pepper steak, rice and a
dessert prepared by Dolly Lorenz.
June Carlson gave a mini lesson
on "Famous Kentucky Women."
Lost - gold band ring with reddish brown stone with small opal
stones around the center stone.
Lost in K-Mart, Murray, about
5:30 p.m. Saturday. Sentimental
value. Call 753-7468 or 753-4947
after 5 p.m.

IL K

This lesson ties in with the Kentucky Bicentennial Celebration.
Information from the lesson on
"Home Furnishings Update" was
given by Colleen Peacock.
Other members present were
Maxine Scott, Florence Pritchard,
Thelma Warford, Mildred McCabe
and Jean Smith. A new member
welcomed was Edna Moffitt.
All club members participated at
the tasting luncheon on April 30.
Each member brought a food dish
and as a club donated a turkey,
dressing and gravy, prepared by
Gladys Jarrett.
The club will meet Thursday,
May 14, at 10 a.m. at Louie's
Steakhouse. Gladys Jarrett will
give the lesson.
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HEAVY DUTY WASHER

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Allen VanMetre of Elizabethtown announce the
forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Laura Ann VanMetre, to Christopher Shawn Lewis, son of Mrs. Nellie Lewis of Murray and Larry Lewis
of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Sweeten and Mrs. Lena VanMetre, Elizabethtown.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mae and Lestel Elkins of Murray
and Mrs. Ruby Lewis of Tescumbc, Mo.
Miss VanMetre, a graduate of Elizabethtown High School, received her
Bachelor of Science degree in Biology and Chemistry from Murray State
University.
Mr. Lewis attended Reidland High School, He is employed by MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 23, at 1:30
p.m. (EDT) at St. James Catholic Church, Elizabethtown.
A reception will follow at the Brown-Puscy House there.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Simone Taylor
opens home
for meeting
Simone Taylor opened her home
for the April meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers Club.
The lesson on "Sensational
Shoes" was presented by Betty
Kirkenmeier who also presided at
the meeting.
Lillie Fuqua gave the devotion
and the minutes were read by Faith
Kyznar.
Some interesting stories were
revealed about the antics and April
Fool jokes that members were a
part of when answering the roll
call.
Topics of discussion included
the Tasting luncheon, the lesson on
Arthritis held at Weaks Center and
quilting for the bicentennial quilt.
The choices for next year's lessons were discussed.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Taylor as members enjoyed
the view of Kentucky Lake from
the porch and patio of the home.
Other members present were
Olene Poor, Jo Peacock, Harla
Fritsch, Maurine Morgan, Pat
Swisher, Barbara French, Almyria
Parker and Marie Waters.
The club will meet Wednesday,
May 13, in the home of Opal
Prince.

Lisa Russell
bride-elect of
..11m Hall
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Special sale

348

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
753-1713
Court Square - Murray
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Hazel Lodge plans widows' dinner
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Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted Masons will have its Widows'
Dinenr on Saturday, May 16, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. All
lodge widows, members and their families are invited to attend. Persons
attending we asked to bring a dish to share.
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Oaks Club Stag Night Thursday
Men's Stag Night at the Oaks Country Club is scheduled for Thursday,
May 14, at 5:30 p.m. Lennis Beans, Prentice Darnell, Joe Hargrove and
Mike Schroader will be in charge of arrangements.
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Alliance for Mentally RI Thursday
Murray Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday, May 14, from 6 to
8 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

'Voicing ConcemsiSupporr will be the discussior led by Don Brock, L.S.W.
For more information contact Broth at 762-1107 or Melody Myrand at
436-2518.

Foot Care for Diabetic Thursday
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'Foot Care For the Diabetic' will be the title of the seminar on Thursday.
May 14, at 6:30 p.m. in the bord room of Murray-Galloway County Hospital.
Dr. John A. Yezerski, orthopedist, will conduct the seminar. This will help
diabetics learn the causes, prevention and current treatments for foot problems of the diabetic. For more information call Ann Ingle, R.N., 762-1100.
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And

A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course will be held Wednesday and Thursday,
May 20 and 21, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at North Branch of Peoples Bank. The
Peoples Bank is sponsoring the course and will pay the fee for Peoples
Gold members who enroll. The cost for others will be $8 per person. The
program is open to drivers 50 years or over interested in reviewing driving
regulations and laws, and becoming Koos aware of normal age-related
changes in vision, hearing and reaction time. On completion of the course,
American Association of Retired Persons will issue each participant a certificate which may be presented to his or her automobile insurance company
for discount on premiums. To enroll call the course instructor, Betty Riley,
753-5659, or John. Williams at the bank, 753-3231.
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Alford Lodge plans breakfast
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will have a ham breakfast on Saturday, May 16, from 6 to 10 a.m, at the lodge hall at Aurora. The
public is invited to attend, according to Eddie Brown, treasurer of the lodge.

Photogenic Competition planned
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Little Miss Southern Belle Photogenic Competition is planned. This will be
for age divisions from birth to 29 years. For further information call
1-754-1503, or write Southern Bee* Produellegs, Attention: Marilyn Plunkett, Rt. 2, Box 143, Central City, Ky. 42330.'
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Vacation Bible School planned
Kelsey Christopher, Miss Spring
of 1992 for the Murray Ledger &
Times and senior at Murray
High School, springs on a trampoline in front of the Murray

Woman's Club House. This is
just one of the many items to be
on sale at the Woman's Club
yard and bake sale on Saturday,
May 16. Items will include books,
records, games, clothing, plants,
kitchen ware, fashion boutique,
sporting goods and baked goods.
Hours of the sale will be from 7
a.m. to 1 p.m. The public is

For the third year, St. John's Episcopal, First Christian, Si. Leo's Catholic
and First Presbyterian churches will be getting together for Vacation Bible
School. It will be held at First Christian Church since St. Leo's will be having
the building of the expansion of the Parish Center. Vacation Bible School
will be held June 8 to 12 from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Registration information
can be obtained from the four churches. There is a registration fee and this
inctudes at-shirt. Vacation Bible School is for four-year-olds and students in
Grades Kindergarten through Sixth. The registration deadline is Friday, May
15. For more information, contact Sr. Mary Anne at 759-1621 or Debbie Ferguson at First Christian, 753-3824.
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Alpha Mu meeting Friday
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Alpha Mu 114760 of Murray, Alpha Delta, Beta Nu and Delta Nu Chapters
of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will have its founders' day dinner on
Friday, May 15, at 7 p.m. at the Brass Lantern, Aurora. Attending will be
newly installed Kentucky State Council President Vicky Waggoner of Alpha
Delta, Hopkinsville, and First Vice PresidenVpresident-elect Kathie Fleming
of Alpha Mu, Murray.
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Rogers' reunion to be June 6
Plans we being made for the annual Rogers' reunion to be Saturday.
June 6, at Playhouse in the Park (old freight depot) at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Activities will begin at 9 am. with a potluck meal to be served
at 12 noon. For more information call Carrot M. Rogers, 435-4277, or
753-2473.

24-how Program Information
(502) 753.3314

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

•Large Capacity
.3 Wash/Rinse Temperature 10 Vane Agitator
Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty
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55-Alive Driving Course planned

urged to attend this special sale,
according to Barbara Aiken, sale
chairman.
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Calloway County High School will have the election of parents for the
School Based Decision Making Committee on Thursday, May 14, at 7 p.m.
in the high school cafeteria. All parents who will have a student at CCHS for
the 1992-93 school yew are encouraged to attend and vote in this election,
a school official said.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Specials *

247-8537
^
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Auxiliary requesting donations
Calloway County Fire and Rescue Ladies Auxiliary is now taking donations for the Freedom Feet Yard Sate to be held Saturday, May 16.'We will
come and pick up any items donated,' an auxiliary member said. Also for a
small donation to the Ladles Auxiliary, the group will also provide you a
booth space. For more information or to have the items picked up, call
753-0137 after 6 p.m.

Christian Youth plan fundraiser
The Youth of First Christian Church oi preparing for a Mission Trip this
and needs your help. They will be selling barbecued chicken and
nbs on Fridayand
t
, May 15 and 16, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. under
the tent at
. Prices will be $5 for whole thicken, $3 for hilf
thicken, $4.5
=slab of ribs, $8 for whole slab of ribs, and $2.25
each for barbecued tenderloin sandwiches. They will also have for sale
homemade cakes, pies and cookies, provided by members of the church
'Your support will be appreciated in helping lhe youth in this special pro
loct,' a youth spokesperson ssid.
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Two eyesight
booklets are
now available
Celebrating May as Sight-Saving
Month, the Kentucky Society to
Prevent Blindness (KSPB) is offering two booklets that help debunk
the myth that poor eyesight is a
price we must pay for growing
older.
These booklets explain that older
Americans can maintain their
active lives by knowing what vision problems to watch for and by
becoming active participants in
their eye care.
The first booklet, called Growing
Older with Good Vision, offers
hints on how to continue living
active and independent lives
despite vision problems.
The booklet explains: What eye
diseases can be effectivelyt reated
if detected early; How older
Amencans can enhance their vision
by using low vision aids; and How
budgeting for ege care can prevent
surprise costs.
This booklet is available in regular and large print.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, May 12
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m/Murray Woman's Club House.
Preptiratory Strings Ensemble
conceit/7 p.m/Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Carter and Robertson School
Skating party/6-8 p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
"Murder on Center Stage"/by
CCHS/8 p.m./Playhouse in the
Part.
Ladies of VFW H. Eddie Roberts
Jr. Auxiliary/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Racer Club annual business meeting and recruiting update/6:30
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.

First United Methodist Church
events include Tulip Festival Trip/
7:30 p.m.; Mothers' Morning Out/9
a.m.; -,Adult Exercise/5 p.m.

Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky
/34/First Presbyterian Church/
weigh-ins/6 p.m. Info/153-0854 or
759-9964.

CWF of First Christian
Group
Church/1 with Rose Marie Bryan as
hostess/10:30 a.m.; III with Judy
Eldredge as hostess/7:30 p.m.

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m/Chamber of Commerce building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

The second booklet, Your Guide
to Cataract Surgery, can heft) you First Baptist Church WMU group
participate in decisions abou the meetings will be Estelle Gray with
diagnosis, surgery and recovery
Jessie Smith/9:30 a.m.; Louello
from cataract surgery.
Beddoe/6:30 p.m./Seafood Express.
The booklet describes in due
How cataracts are diagnosed;
School events
types of surgical methods corrpon- Murray High
softball at HCHS/4:30
ly used for treating cataracts;NA include
hosts Lone
How to determine the cost of catar-- \is.m.; Tennis Team
Oak/4:4 5 p.m.; French
act surgery.
'banquet/1:30 p.m.
These free booklets are available
from the Kentucky Society to Pre- •
vent Blindness. Write 101 W.
Chestnut, Louisville, KY 40202, or
call 1-584-6127; or outside Louisville, call toll free,
1-800-828-1179.
•

Tuesday, May 12
Tryouts for "The Pirates of Penzance" by Playhouse in the Park/7
p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Info/759-1752.

MURRAY
roDAY

Horoscopes
TODAY'S CHILDREN show a kna& for setting priorities for themselves,even at a young age. In fact, theyarf usually quite serious about their
studies and decide on a career before finishing hisitt school. Because of their
intense derlication to school or business, these-raissiAns seem wise beyond
their years'. However,.as they approach middle-age. they m start acting
younger and younger! Thilyitend to be fickle inis„
mance ankcl s
postpone
marriage until truly ready to settle down. __,...‘ .:
•
IV. ,
ITo order a rev ised and updated copy olla•Te Ektxon't beskielling
'Si.
"e
si
Tisday and Forever
How A stroJogy Ca9 Help Y041 Find Your Place In God's Plan." send $8.95 .
pl
and hirniltng to
DIl011. 6/0 Andrews and McAfee!, P.O. Box 419130, Kansas.City. ktut/
1
46414 ..N4tke ‘Iset
iks.pryabie to
Andrews and Wham'.
ill
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Bingo/7 p.m. Knights of Columbus
building.
East Calloway Site Based Council
meeting/5 p.m.
Southwest Calloway Site Based
Council meeting/6:30 p.m.

One set of
Wednesday, May 13
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./hospice office of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Bible Study/10:30 a.m.;
Mass/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choirf7:30
p.m.

Club

for the same
low price!

Next Day
Film
Developing

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

•
Coorwern.

Glendale at Whitnell • Murray

MURRAY TODAY

First United Methodist Women's
Circles/Wesleyan with R.
McLemore/7:30 p.m. and Ruth
Wilson cancelled.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee at
Pagliai's/12 noon; Younger and
Older Children and Chancel Choir
Rehearsal/6:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Murray Country
Ladies'golf/9:30 a.m.

own album

Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/7:30 p.m.

Bible classes!? p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

Oaks Country Club Ladies'
events include bridge/9 a.m. and
golf/9:30 a.m.

Regular
Prestige®
Double
Prints
bound in their OR
Prints

Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
Study/7:30 p.m.

Murray Middle School PTO/7
p.m.

Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church/7 p.m.
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Your Choice!

Memorial Baptist Church include
talk by Juracie Bahia, director of
Home Mission Board of Brazil!?
p.m.

Wednesday, May 13
"Murder on Center Stage"/by
CCHS/8 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park.

TUESDAY. MAY 12, DM

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth/College-Career
Choir/6:15 p.m.; Kid's Klub, Youth
Explosion, College/Career Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers/8
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/1 p.m.

the MUSIC
PIW1,'
SHOW CAPITOL
) \\
OF THE WORLD!

FIND OUT WHAT'S
GOING ON TODAY!
* MUSIC SHOWS * RESTAURANTS
* CELEBRITIES

* WEATHER

* MOTELS

* ATTRACTIONS
CALL

1-900-884-SHOW
99c A Minute, Average Call 3 Minutes
Must be 18 years of age or older
Sponsored by NCI P.O. Box 14 Gadsden, AL

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fel(For yoUr personalized daily Jeane Dixon horosco
iki
d on kttir own Pottertown Homemakers Club/10 lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company w 1, , ou cents a.m./Holiday Inn.
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
a minute.)
4 •
p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.
Harris
Grove
Homemakers
DO 11- IN MAY • DO IT IN MAY • DO IT IN MAY
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13, 191)2
Club/10
a.m./Ellis
Community Overeaters
.„
Anonymous/beginners
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 4-bects Center.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'IN TH
at 5:15 p.m. and regular at 5:30
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: 21): The go-ahead signal ciatrinues
Striking out on your own has.'ETreir- ,to flash concerning your love or so- South Pleasant Grove Homemak- p.m./Ellis Center.
mous appeal. Success will depend on cial life. A poetic message may arrive, ers Club/9 a.m./JCPenney parking
Baccalaureate exhibition of works
your ability to make the most of your sending your spirits aloft. Take more lot to go to Princeton.
by Colvin Atchison on display
opportunities! Learn from others' initiative at work.
or,
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):‘
mistakes. Going back to school next
Paris Road Homemakers today through May 24/Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
fall could turn your whole life around. When resistance arises to some or Club/11:30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
A Christmas celebration will put you your plans, you may have to-msise
Admission free.
in touch with a potential romantic them. You may have been too heaVypartner. Making exercise a regular handed with someone.Evening hours New Concord Homemakers Club/1
Baccalaureate exhibition of works
part of your life will lead to new areexcellent formaking new business p.m./home of Opal Prince.
by James Harvey on display today
contacts.
vitality.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Senior Golf Group/9 a.m./Miller through May 24/Curris Center GalCELEBRITIES BORN ON
lery, MSU. Admission free.
THIS DATE: actress Bea Arthur. Business backing may be available Memorial Golf Course.
theater critic Clive Barnes. sukrstar from a source you never considered.
Your plans are aided by your ability Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 National Scouting Museum/9
Stevie Wonder, boxer Joe Louis.
ARIES (Marc 21-April 19): to keep a secret. Participating in a p.m./for senior citizens' activities. a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Quiet persistence will help you attain church or community project proves Free blood pressure checks/11
Land Between the Lakes' events
your goals. Even if you lose some- very fulfilling.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): a.m.-1 p.m.
thing,try not to worry. By afternoon.
include Iron Industry/10:30 Lm.
you will have an entirely different Having a heart-to-heart talk with Weaks Center/open
and 1:30 p.m./Horneplace; Earth,
K
outlook! Study and research are fa- someone who has your interests in p.m./for senior citizens' 9 a.m.-4 The Planet/11 Lm., 1, 2 and 3
activities.
mind could prompt you to raise your
vored.
p.m./Visitor Center.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): romantic sights.
[
III FROM ARMSTRONG
Friends or a special group of people
will help you handle a difficult
problem. Focus on common likes and
"Step Up" to better
Save $2 per square
goals and the best way to pool your
he.trls at He,i'lhr,t,
resources. Your style is widely adyard* on popular
mired.
Visions"" Solanan
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Some of you may feel like dropping
and Designer
out of the race today. But as the hours
roll by, your initial enthusiasm reSolarian 11 sheet
turns. An original idea wins VIP's
vinyl or Glazecrafr II
mowsNMI',
WM.
approval. Fame and fortune could
Program Featurieli 1=. esteem
seed
Phm
follow!
Components"
and
Success or Money
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
YES
vinyl tile.
Keep your sights on the future. Both
Back Guarantee
long-term and long-distance arPersonal Counselor
X
x
YES
rangements can benefit you. ExIsn't it time for a new
Butch Seargent ol
Behavior Modification
pending all your energy on career
30
lost
Murray
look?
Let us find the
X
X
YES
Carton
wow Mohr*
matters could cause domestic trouble.
Program
pounds in to
copyrchted by Armstrong
right looking floor
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Although
Maintenance Program
weeks.
X
X
X
YES
you want to trust people. especially
for you.
Unlimited Visits for one
your friends, it is not safe to rely on
X
YES
X
*rtistrx
xv
anyone but yourself now. Homeprogram fee
makers and computer experts have
Computerized
body
an especially rewarding day.
YES
DO IT IN MAY AND GET UP TO $100* BACK
composition analysis
VIRGO Aug. 123-Sept. 221: Try
using different tactics at wort. Your
Personalized menu plans
'Mbernum purchase SO souare yards per notisehoiti Mar sow on purchases mad. May
YES
versatility will impress someone who
based on metabolic data
1-31. 1992 Lund one rebate per houearekl
can give your career a big boost. Play
Foods
Frozen
—
Fresh
YES
your cards right and answer letters
Guaran
Promptly.
Option to buy load from
teed
YES
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Bear
grocery More
with any difficulties that arise early
Average daily food cnet
ir,
r
, los so
today: by lunchtime. everything will
on the program
be under control. Welcome a change
I,
in your routine. Your producti(vity
Contract
improves as a direct result.
INS YES NO
NO
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Your persuasive powers are exceptionally strong now — you Can win
Just about anything you want.Private
channels provide a swift means to
301 N. 12th St.
Call
*Plus cuIslAs and Maintenance additional
profits. Once yap settle on a same
.
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Square
University
753-9932
plan, go for it! L)
• DO IT IN MAY • DO IT IN MAY • DO IT IN MAY •
•
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TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING
753-3321

Southside Shopping Center
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SPORTS
Opportunistic Alicea haunts Braves again

Laettner,
Drexler
round out
U.S. team
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
— Christian Laetmer, who led
Duke to the last two NCAA
championships, and Clyde Drexler of the NBA's Portland Trail
Blazers have been named to the
US. Olympic basketball team, a
newspaper reported today.
Dave Gavitt, Boston Celtics
chief executive officer and president of USA Basketball, would
not confirm published reports.
According to the reports, the
selection committee met in
Springfield and needed only a
brief discussion before casting
its ballots for Drexler and Laettner, who would be the only college player on the Olympic
team.

Reports in several newspapers
said the committee was also
believed to have been considering naming one or more alternates in case current members
are unable to participate.
Laettner, a 6-foot-11 forward,
averaged 21.5 points and 7.9
rebounds this season and was
the consensus national player of
the year.
Drexler is a 6-6 guard who
(Continued on page 9)

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Injuries to
four St. Louis Cardinals second
baseman just may be the break
Luis Alice* needed.
"He's obviously hoping to seize
the moment, it's his golden opportunity," manager Joe Torre said
after Alicea, a .106 hitter just five
days ago, continued a spectacular
hot streak in an 8-3 victory over
the Atlanta Braves Monday night.
The Cardinals took three of four
from the National League champ-

ions and Alicea, the eighth-place
hitter, was the offensive star. He
had a triple, two doubles and five
RBIs on Monday. In a space of
seven at-bats he had six hits,
including his second career home
run, two triples, two doubles, a
game-winning single on Saturday
and eight RBIs. He has 10 RBIs for
the season.
Not bad for a fill-in who's only
playing because Jose Oquendo
separated his shoulder on opening

night, Geronimo Pena broke his
collarbone in spring training, Tim
Jones injured his rib cage and Rex
Hudler tore knee ligaments.
Alicea was 5 for 44 (.114) and
failed his first stint as the regular
after Oquendo's injury, so the Cardinals sent him back to Class AAA
Louisville April 28. The injuries to
Jones and Hudler forced the Cardinals to recall him May 6 and this
time he's not blowing it, playing
solid defensively as well.

"Winning the job is not in my
mind right now," said Alicea,
who's raised his average 94 points
since Thursday to .200 (12 for 60).
"What's in my mind is really contributing to the club."
Alicea's belated arrival may take
the urgent priority off the rehabilitation stints by Oquendo at Class
AA Arkansas and Pena at Louisville that started Monday.
"I'd like to have them back,"
Torre said. "But as long as Luis

continues to produce the way he
has the last few days he's going to
continue to play. We'll ride the hot
hand."
Alicea, a 1986 first-round draft
pick by the Cardinals, is not that
surprised he's hitting. Although he
entered this season with a .208
career average in the major
leagues, he batted .393 at Louisville last season.
"In the minor leagues I hit
well," Alicea said.

"This was a backbreaker for the
moment," Ainge said. "But you
never know with a team like
Phoenix."
"We have our backs to the
wall," said Dan Majerle, who gave
the Suns their last lead at 151-150
with an off-balance 16-footer with
27.3 seconds to go. "But we're a
team that, with our backs against
the wall, we really play up to par.
We needed a win there anyway."
The Blazers are 7-0 in playoffs
after taking a 2-1 lead. Their 3-1
lead going back to Portland, where
they are 37-8 this season, seems
(Cont'd on page 9)

By The Associated Press
Is anyone hotter so far this season than John Kruk? Maybe Matt
Williams, for now.
The New York Mets had been so
torrid at home, they almost forgot
how to lose. Los Angeles, though,
knows defeat very vividly, especially since it comes so close to the
end of Dodger games.
Kruk, Philadelphia's leagueleading hitter, connected for his
first two homers of the year in the
Phillies' 10-inning 8-7 loss to the
San Francisco Giants on Monday
night.
The Philadelphia outfielder, hitting .396, also had a double and
scored three times, but San Francisco won when Will Clark drew a
bases-loaded walk from reliever
Mitch Williams in the 10th inning.
Matt Williams, the Giants' third
baseman, got his eighth homer to
extend his power-laden hitting
streak to eight games.
And Andy Benes and the San
Diego Padres snapped New York's
11-game winning streak at Shea
Stadium 4-2, while Los Angeles
was again beaten in the final at-bat,
(Cont'd on page 9)

MICHAEL BANES/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway's Tammy Chester, right, is greeted at home plate by her teammates after belting a home run in
Wednesday's doubleheader against Paducah Tilghman.

Lady Lakers, Tilghman split two
Staff Report
Murray Loclow & Times

Calloway County's softball doubleheader with Paducah Tilghman
at the city park Monday afternoon
resembled a day when the wind
was blowing out of Wrigley Field
as the two teams combined to score
68 runs in the two games.
In the opener, it was the Lady
Lakers on top as they beat Tilghman 19-14, only to see Paducah
rally in the nightcap for a 18-17
win over Calloway (who is now
16-11).
The Lady Lakers pounded out 18
hits in the opener, with two doubles, a triple and five homeruns.
"A lot of it had to do with the
wind, but some of them were line
drives through the outfield" said

Calloway Coach Tommy Greer of
the Lady Lakers' high homer total.
Leading the charge was Calloway's Leah Darnell, who had a
homer and two singles, as Krista
Stalls added a double and home
run.
Linda Stubblefield had a triple
and homer, while Tammy Chester
and Marti McClard also had homers. Melissa Vance added a double.
In the second game, Calloway
had a 8-3 lead after the opening
frame, but saw Paducah storm back
for seven runs in the last inning for
the 18-17 win.
The Lady Lakers, down by three,
entering the bottom of the fifth
scored two, but left the winning
run on base.
Darnell paced Calloway, which
had 15 hits, with a triple and

Lady Tigers open
district tourney
MURRAY, Ky. — Host Calloway County drew a bye in the
district softball tournament
while Murray High plays Marshall in the first game on Monday, May 18 at 4 p.m. in the
city park.
The -loser of the MurrayMarshall game will meet Calloway on Tuesday. If necessary,
the finals will be played Wednesday. Games begin at 4 p.m.
single, as did Ruth Ann Ferguson.
Molly Wiseheart had two singles
and a triple, while Chester
slammed another homer.

Graves County rains
Calloway sweeps Fort
Campbell in tennis play on Tigers' hit parade
Staff Report
Murray L.dg. & Timms

It was a good day for Calloway
County tennis players Monday
afternoon as both the Lakers and
Lady Lakers swept Fort Campbell
in matches here.
The boys team, which was winless last season, improved to 3-9 on
the season as they beat the Eagles
5-4, while the girls team continued
to roll with a 7-2 past of Fort
Campbell.
The doubles teams of Mau PriceMatt Frizzell and Peter
O'Rourke-Chad Darnell rallied the
Lakers from a 4-3 deficit, as Price
and Frizzell beat Mike Ryan and
Randy LeBlanc by a 8-4 score, as
Damell and O'Rourke beat Jason
Weatherall and Bins Neaton by the
same score.

In the other double's match,
Todd Earwood and Chad Gray
were beaten 6-8.
In singles play, Earwood (8-6),
Price (8-6) and Darnell (8-1) won
their matches, while O'Rourke
(6-8), Gray (5-8) and Frizzell (4-8)
were beaten in their matches.
In exhibition play, Michael Dale
lost his match to LeBlanc.
In girls play, the Lady Lakers
made a clean sweep of the doubles
as Dana Mitchell-Anne Paul (8-0),
Julie Yoo-Leah Baust (8-4) and
Kylie Johnson-Alexia Schemp
(81) won their matches.
In singles' matches, Mitchell
(8-4), Paul (8-1), Yoo (8-2) andBaust (8-1) won, while Johnson
and Schemp were beaten.
The squads return to action
today as they'll host Graves County beginning at 3:45 p.m.

753-4563

Staff Report
MurrlY Loagaf & Ta".

Murray High's Robert Weatherly
led a Tiger hit parade on Monday,
but didn't have much following
him as Graves County came away
with a 6-3 win over the Tigers.
Weatherly lacked only a triple in
his bid for hitting the cycle, clubbing a home run, a double and
single in the Tiger loss at Ty Holland Field. The freshman third
baseman amounted to 75 percent of
the Tiger offense, pounding out
three of the team's four hits.
Murray, now 7-13, was involved
in a 2-2 game going into the fifth
inning, but Graves busted loose for
three runs in the fifth to put the
game out of reach.
Sophomore Jon Reid was on the

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

512 S. 12th St.. Murray

MURRAY, Ky. — Murray
High will open the Fourth District Baseball Tournament
against Marshall County on
Monday, May 18 and Calloway
County will play Mayfield on
Tuesday.
The championship game is set
for Thursday, May 21 at Calloway County High School. Game
times are 4:30 p.m.
mound for the Tigers and allowed
eight Eagle hits.
Murray High will close the season at Paducah Tilghman on Wednesday before facing Marshall
County in the Fourth District
Tournament.
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Murray pitcher Jon Reid, right, went the distance and third baseman Robert Weatherly (12) had three hits Monday.
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Portland outlasts Suns
in double OT scorefest

Lady Laker senior Darra Mitchell returns a shot in an 8-4 win over
her Fort Campbell opponent during Monday's singles play.

BASE
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High-scoring
PHOENIX (AP) — The Phoenix
Suns have a mathematical shot at
coming back from their 3-1 deficit
in the Western Conference semifinals. And they did win in Portland
at the start of the season.
But Danny Ainge of the Trail
Blazers is taking the realistic view.
"They're in the grave, but
there's no dirt on them yet," Ainge
said Monday night after contributing 25 points and a series of clutch
shots to Portland's double-overtime
153-151 victory in the highestscoring NBA playoff game ever.
The dirt could come Thursday
night in Portland's Memorial Coliseum, site of Game 5.
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Actions & Reactions
LADY LAKER CAMP
Calloway County High School girls basketball coach Pet. O'Rourke has
released the details for his 1992 basketball camp which will run from May
26-29. The camp is open to all girls in kindergarten through ninth grade in
Murray/Calloway County and costs $25 per camper.
The camps first session wiN be from 8-10 a.m, for grades K-5 and the
second session will be held from 10:30-12:30 for grades 6-9. Registration
forms may be picked up at all elementary, middle and high schools or
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Frank Thomas of the Chicago White Sox and Andy
Van Slyke of the Pittsburgh Pirates were named the American League and
National League Players of the Week.
Thomas batted .435 with he. homers, nine RBI and 11 runs scored as
Chicago won six of seven games Van Styli° hit .452, including tour doubles, one triple and one home run. He drove in Six runs and scored five.

TENNIS
HAMBURG, Germany (AP) — Stefan Edberg overcame two rain delays
to beat Michael Stich, 5-7, 6-4, 6-1 for the German Open title.
The top-seeded Swede took home $166,600 for the 34th title of his
career and first tournament win since the Tokyo indoor in October.

FOOTBALL
BOSTON (AP) — James Orthwein became majority owner of the New
England Patriots when he purchased the 51 -percent share held by Victor
Kiarn, then reassured fans he has no plans to move the team. Orthwein
dosed the deal in St. Louis — where he is trying to bring an expansion
learn. He said his goal was to strengthen arid stabilize the organization,
resolve problems where the team plays, and find financially strong, longterm ownership.
Since October 1988, when Kiam and Fran Murray bought the Patriots
from team founder William Sullivan, the Patriots have posted an 18-38
record. The team also was hampered by controversy off the field, highlighted by a sexual harassment case involving Boston Herald reporter Lisa
Olson during the 1990 season.

Jones, Adams will face UK
foursome in charity game
Murray State seniors Popeye Jona and Scott Adams will be two of
Kentucky's top college seniors who will be playing in the The EastWest Basketball Extravaganza" set for June 12 in Freedom Hall.
Promoter William H. King said Monday, according to a story in
today's Louisville Courier-Journal, that the game will benefit Kosair
Charities and feature seniors from Kentucky, Louisville, Western Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky, along with the other state schools.
Jones and Adams will be featured on the West team, along with
Louisville's Cornelius Holden and Everick Sullivan, while the East
team will feature UK's John Pelphrey, Richie Farmer, Deron Feldhaus
and Sean Woods.
UK Athletic Director C.M. Newton will coach the East squad, while
former UL and National Basketball Association standout Junior
Bridgeman will coach the West.
So far, 16 players have committed to the game with seven others
listed as tentative. Players will sign autographs after the game.
Other members of the West squad include Jason McLendon, of
Louisville; Tom Schurfranz and John Ellington, of Bellarmine; and
Kenneth Martin and Alex Kreps, of Kentucky Weselyn. Western Kentucky's Jack Jennings and Harold Thompkins are listed as tentative.
Making up the East team, along with the UK foursome, will be Kirk
Greathouse, Mike Smith and Jamie Ross, of Eastern; and Benjie Frazier, of Cumberland. Morehead's P.J. Nichols, Cumberland's Chip
Givens, and Georgetown's Allen McCowan and Steve Schuereman are
listed as tentative.
Tickets will sell for $8, $15 and $20 and will be available in the
Lexington—Louisville area.

Laettner, Drexler...
(Cont'd from page 8)
has averaged 25 points and 6.6
rebounds this season,
The other team members are
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen
of the Chicago Bulls; Patrick
Ewing of the New York Knicks;

John Stockton and Karl Malone of
the Utah Jazz; Charles Barkley of
the Philadelphia 76ers; David
Robinson of the San Antonio
Spurs; Chris Mullin of the Golden
State Warriors, Larry Bird of the
Boston Celtics and Magic Johnson.

Kruk's two dingers...
(Cont'd from page 8)
falling at Montreal 6-5 in 10
innings.
Also, Houston beat Chicago 2-1
in 10 innings.
There were no games scheduled
in the American League Monday.
At Philadelphia, the Giants were
able to overcome Kruk and the
Phillies as Royce Clayton's suicide
squeeze scored pinch-runner Jose
Uribe and — after the Phillies tied
it in the ninth — Mitch Williams
(2-1) issued the bases-loaded walk
to Clark.
"It was kind of ugly. There were
a lot of bad plays. There was good
pitching and bad pitching," Giants
manager Roger Craig said.
"When you win games like that,
it's a good sign. It's a sign of a
club that can win when it's not
playing well."

Williams, who struggled for the
Giants the first five weeks, is certainly playing well. He's 11 for 25
with a double and three homers and
has hit seven home runs in his last
17 hits.
"They come in bunches," Williams said of his powerful pokes.
"I don't go up there to hit them.
I'm just making contact. Some are
getting through, others dropping in
front of fielders and some I hit out
of the park. They're starting to fall
now."
Kruk finally powered a couple of
his own out of park after hitting
them everywhere else this season.
His first homer tied it in the third
inning, while his second — a
418-foot shot to center — gave
Philadelphia a 2-1 lead in the
fourth.
Dave Burba (2-1) got the final
four outs for the victory.

NEW ARRIVALS
Ciii3 NISSAN PROGRAM CARS

Carroll Nissan
900 Chestnut • Murray, KY

Former Pitt staffers gave football
PITTSBURGH (AP) — University of Pittsburgh chancellor J. players money, meals and clothing
and gave recruits limousine rides
Dennis O'Connor said 12 NCAA
rules violations discovered during and deluxe hotel rooms, the school
an in-house probe of the school's said in & repon sent to the NCAA.
The 15-page summary Pitt
football program won't be
released to the news media menrepeated.
The violations occurred when tioned no names, identifying peoESPN analyst and former Murray ple as "a former member of the
State football coach Mike Goufried coaching staff' and "a student
athlete" or "prospective studentWAS head football coach and
Edward Bozik was athletic direc- athlete." Names were included in
the report Pitt submitted to the
tor.
Gottfried's contract was bought NCAA.
O'Connor said those responsible
out after the 1989 season, and he
was replaced by Paul Hackett. for past violations no longer work
Gottfried coached at MSU for three at the school, and he unveiled a
season from 1978-80 compiling a nine-point program to improve
Pitt's compliance with NCAA
22-11-1 record.
"These actions are clearly rules.
improper and unacceptable,"
The NCAA usually attempts to
O'Connor said Monday. "We'd complete a case within a year.
also like to emphasize they're a
(Some information added to
thing of the past at this this story by the Ledger and
institution."
Times staff.)

Portland outlasts Suns...

-See me for all your family insurcuwe needs 305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
SIM* Farm Insuring:* companies
Nome Offloe. Bloomington, Illinois
Like a goo° nevhbor State Farm is There

Jane Rogers 933-9629
NBA PLAYOFFS

Dunleavy set to
overwhelming.
Clyde Drexler led Portland with leave, says reports
33 points and Terry Porter had 31
points and 14 assists. But Ainge
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Los
and Kevin Duckworth were the key
Angeles Lakers coach Mike Dunperformers in the late stages.
leavy will resign and return to the
Duckworth, scoreless since the
Milwaukee Bucks, a newspaper
third quarter, had eight points in
reported in Tuesday's editions.
the second OT and put the Blazers
The Lakers will call a news
ahead 152-151 when he made two
conference Tuesday to announce
free throws with 10.7 seconds left
Dunleavy's departure, the Milafter grabbing an offensive
waukee Sentinel reported.
rebound. He was fouled while
Neither the Bucks nor the Lakattempting a jumper in the lane.
ers would confirm a news conferPorter added one free throw with
ence was to be held Tuesday.
3.6 seconds to play, but missed the
Dunleavy, a former Bucks
second shot. After a timeout,
player, was an assistant coach
Majerle's 40-footer was off the
with the Bucks for three seasons
mark.
until he left in June 1990 to
''It felt like four overtimes. It
become Lakers coach_ He had
was a great game to participate
been rumored to be a candidate to
in," Portland's Jerome Kersey said
return to the Bucks since the
of the 31/2 -hour contest.
departure of Del Harris as vice
The previous playoff record for
president of basketball operations
points in a game was 285, set when
April 7 and the firing of Frank
San Antonio beat Denver 152-133
Hamblen as Bucks coach April
on April 26, 1983, and matched
23.
when Boston routed New York
It was not known whether
157-128 on April 28, 1990.
Dunleavy would become the
Portland's 153 points matched
Bucks coach or vice president of
the third-highest total ever in a
basketball operations or both, the
playoff game, four short of the 157
report said.
scored by the Celtics against New
York two years ago.
The Suns' total was the most lead which held up for a 42-29
edge at the end of the first period.
ever by a losing playoff team.
The Blazers were hot in the first
"We just gave up too many
quarter, hitting 15 of their first 18 points in the first half," coach Cotshots and opening up a 15-point ton Fitzsimmons said.
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under Gottfried tenure
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each districL Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murra
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway Count Public Schools
(753.2893).
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Steve Frawley, Fisher-Price representative, presented recognition certificates to the following Robertson students. Pictured (from 1-r) in
the front row are Shona Edwards, Frank %Irani, Ben Keller, Latosha
Perry, DJ. Garland and Alex Perry. In the second row are Jessica
Wilburn, Aaron Maddox, Caleb Mathis, Melissa Humbert and
Michael GarYin. In the back row are Leslie Hatfield, Allison Cross,
Steve Frawley, Erin Darnell and Layal Atieh. Keller was the grandprize winner.

Bob Volp from the chemistry department at MSU is shown demonstrating chemical changes for Tina Dunn's first-grade class at Robertson Elementary. Assisting Vol!) is his son, Dylan.

Guests Mable Monoharan from Bombay, India and Bella Raj of Murray, spoke to the sixth-grade students at Murray Middle School about
India. Monoharan is a middle school teacher in Bombay and has been
visiting Murray. Raj is the wife of professor Raj, who is in the business department at Murray State University.

A uNit
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Students at Calloway County High School are doing cooperative
learning by quizzing each other on answers. Pictured (from 1-r) are
Seth Carson, Tammy Bogarding (standing) and Valerie Shelton.

All Carter Elementary fourth-grade students have had the opportunity to participate in "Exploring Current Events", a mini-grant
awarded by the Murray Foundation for Excellence. Pictured are
(from 1-r) Fulton Hart, Laura Nixon, Dana Parker, Sara Grace
Strickland, Wesley Alexander, Tiffany Bradford, Suzanne Chandler
and Alex Holden.

These students at East Elementary are writing and illustrating their
-Big Book". The class shared their books with the kindergarten and
pre-school classes. Pictured (from 1-r) are Jessica Jenkins, Sarah Lee,
Derrick Edwards, Tiffany Young and Jodi Leddin.
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Stan Waller's eighth-grade TNT class at Calloway County Middle
School measured and drew to scale the planets of the unilerse during
a space exploration unit. Pictured (from 1-r) are Justin Morris, Scott
Earwood and Joshua Arant.

call

Linda Hendrick's third-graders made masks to use when presenting
plays based on Aesop's Fables to other classes at East Elementary.

Third-grade students at North Calloway Elementary take part in a
science experiment, "Growing Crystals". Pictured (from 1-r) are Joey
Burgess, Kim Gay, Stephanie Henderson and Rebecca Suiter.
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Seventh-grade TNT students at Calloway County Middle School solve
a mystery by reading a story, examining clue cards and listening to
taped clues while involved in a study of Arthur Conan Doyle. Pictured (from 1-r) are Jason Spain, Amy Wyatt, Dawn McDonald,
Amanda McCuiston and Heather Henderson.

Matt Price and Matt Garrison, Calloway County High students, are
shown learning graphics on IBM computers.

Students in this Calloway County social studies class work in coordination with the computer lab on portfolio documents. Portfolios are a
key element of assesment for Kentucky schools under the new KERA
(Kentucky Education Reform Act) guidelines for education. Pictured
(from 1-r) are Stephanie Holland, Amanda Valentine, Peter
O'Rourke, Shawn Dunnaway and Rhonda McCuiston.

a

A student from Murray State brought several reptiles, including this
iguana, to show this third-grade class at North Calloway Elementary.

Ginger Adams, a senior at Calloway County High School, was chosen
as the Student of the Week. Adams, the daughter of Halford and
JoAnne Adms, is pictured above with Russ Wall, CCHS viceprincipal; Jobeth England, of WSJP radio; and James Hart, of Century 21. She is co-captain of the varsity cheerleaders and editor of the
school newspaper, as well as vice-president of the Beta Club.

Students in Wands Johnson's world civilization class at Calloway
County are making Sicilian-painted carts to go along with the study
of the unification of Italy. Pictured (from 1-r) are Ronnie Hager,
Charles Tidwell and Paul Camfield.
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Classified

DEADLINES

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMEN 1 S
\Witt II%\l)I-4
010
Legal Notice
130
For Sale Or Trade
020
Notice
140
Want To Buy
025
Personals
150
Articles For Sale
030
Card of Thanks
155
Appliances
040
In Memory
160
Home Furnishings
050
Lost & Found
165
Antiques
EMPLOY MEN'l
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
utlu
Help Wanted
200
Sports Equipment
090
Situation Wanted
210
Firewood
100
Business Opportunity
220
tlytszgl)
110
Instruction
260
380
Pets & Supplies
\um... r
N1ISCF.I.1, NFOUS
190
Farm Equipment
410
Public Sale
370
Livestock & Supplies
540
For Trade
390
Poultry & Supplies
560
Free Column
40')
Produce
570
Wanted
550
Feed & Seed
240
Miscellaneous

123

020
Notice

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ALLIANCE
TRICTOP

TRALEP TRAMOG CENTERS
T

$1,450 per month
All levels of nursing
hone care.

Puryear
Nursing Home
Puryear, Tn. 38251
901-247.3205
inquiries aelcomed.
References on
request.
02s

Happy 75th
Birthday
Grandpa
James Carr

Personals
MONEY" We loan money
on most items of value.
Phelps Pawn Shop, 57
Main St , Cadiz, KY.
522-1111

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

CNC LATHE operato
needed immediately. Mus
be able to do set-up and
make tool changes. Experienced on FANUC controls
a plus. Insurance, benefits.
vacation. Send resume to
P0. Box 310T5, Pans,TN
38242.
DRIVERS 'Mm age 23 '1
yew OTR exp *Spousal
riding program 'Good pay
arid benefits with CDL
,'27c/mile to start McCiendo n
Trucking
1-800-633-7233
HELP Wanted Earn up to
$500 per week assembling
0-demand products in your
home. No experience. Into
504-646-1700, dept
P2021.

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real -.Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

UVE-in help Wife has too
much work, needs help with
home and family business
522-1111 or 522-1100

405 Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Sun
(A1.1 3 Ada Meet Ras Within 6 Day Period.)
le 76 par edema loth Miro for Tuesday.
Days

290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
- Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

r

Looking For...

Office
Temporaries,
Secretarial,
Bookkeeping,
and
Computer
Skills

Call

527-5228

McConnell Ins. Agency

JMJ
Services

4"

5"

6'

7"

Article,
For Sale

WILL do housecleaning, HEAVY duty oil drums
spring cleaning 436-5338 $600 each Parker
Ford
WANTED Alterations to do Lincoln Mercury. 753-5273
in my home 753-1379
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONWILL clean houses or of- AIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY
IS BACK IN MURfices, 753-9608
RAY. Charlie s Safe T
WILL clean houses and of- Pharmacy
fices, reasonable rates
SMITH'S Portable Build753-8994
ings, 10x12, $1295
WILL stay with elderly. 753-6158
nights References and experience 753-4590 for USED brick, 5700 cleaned
and stacked Will deliver
information
$ 1 5 00
753 - 052 1
436-2165 after 6pm
100
Business
Opportunity
Let us

Make
Your Clothes

-Maternity
-Uniforms
-Sportswear
'Monogram 119
-Alterations 8 Repairs

Ruth's See
'N Sew

RJR HOME REPAIRS

Solid Hardwood Flooring
$1.46

BODEA131621,11OR CO.

Er

9"

lu"

3

8.00 111.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 43.00 60.00 04.00 172.00 50.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 00.10 70.00 80.018 20.00 10000
75.00 110.00 106.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

111.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 36.00 40.00 411.00 50.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 40.00

5

16.00 36.00 54.00 73.00 02.09 10600 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

2000 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 1110.00 204.1.0±0!

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $6.00 minimum 1st day.
Err par word per day lir each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tsai. Classifieds go into Shopping
Guide.)
32.00 antra for blind box ads.

360
Sports
Equipment

Mobile
Homes For Sale

ULTRALIGHTS Beave
and CGS Hawk ultraligh
airplane dealer Lowes
prices anywhere BJ enterprises, 753-7581

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp. $375 100 amp $325
435-40.27

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musical

Apartments
For Rent

STOP by today and register
for free mobile home to be
given away Saturday May
30th, 8 00pm dunng out
Anniversary SaleabraDon
at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
79E, Paris, TN
901-642-4466 'Many
Homes, New and Used, at
Super Low Prices All
Month Long

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
Mobilo
UPRIGHT piano, $200.
Homes For Rent
OBO Hammond organ,
$400, OBO 759-1979
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electnc or gas Walking dis240
tance to college 753-5209

MIseelsneous
Business
COINS and STAMPS are
Rentals
MG welders needed impopular A new selection of
mediately Day and night
stamps is now available a
500 Sq. Ft.
The Book Rack (in Murray
LOST One roll of welding shifts Vegan Metal FabriDixiekind Shopping Ctr,
Office Bldg.
at Dixieland Shopping Cenwire near Murray skating cators, 328-8980.
753-6981
ter) and Decades Ago (in
rink Reward offered. 13 IMMEDIAT
For Rent
E oPENHazel) These stores also
753-3723, 753-3077.
Prime Location
INGS. NEED a job? A
sell coins, proof sets, Saver
GED? Hope for the future?
4th 8 Sycamore
dollars, collector supplies.
ass
You may qualify if''You do
1992 MEDICARE
753-8809
may also visit us at
You
Help
not have your GED or high
Toonerville Trolley (in
INFORMATION
Wanted
school diploma, 'You are
$99 NEW clothes dryer with Hazel), Treasure House
The Medicare Cata6350/DAY Processing between the ages of 16 8
310
purchase of matching (Southside Manor in Murstrophic Coverage Act
Phone Orders' People cal 21 We are an E 0.E This
Went
ray) and the Mercantile
has been repealed. Your
washer, Model WCDL
project
a
funded
by
the
you NO EXPERIENCE
To Rent
need has never been
Ward -Elkins, Court (Aurora) We buy coins and
Western
Kentucky
CASH
Private
for
mobile
home
NECESSARY
greater far a comprehenstamps and appraise esSquare, 753-1713
Industry Council- J.T.P.A
tires $7412 each
rive Medicare Supple1-800-255-0242
tates. CHRISTOPHER'S
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School 436-2578
ment plan. Deductibles,
WINDOW unit air condi- COINS, 753-4161.
Needs To
ATTENTION
O.R. 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
co-insurance and 'no
tioner Fedders 20,000
Rent House
TELEVISIONS. VCR, C.D.
NURSES Fulltrme position 8a.m.-11:30a.m
ropprovetr charges can
BTU's. $150 753-7499 afplayers, stereos, compucause your out-of-pocket
In Country
available for LPN or OR/
ter &PM expenses to mount up.
tech with scrub experience. PARK RANGERS. Game ters, Nintendos and games,
East of Murray
The Part A deductible
Competitive salary Good wardens, security, mainte- guns, gold jewelry, and
435-4031
you, or your insurance,
benefit package Send re- nance, etc. No exp neces- whatever, Best prices paid
PRIVATE Investigaro
must pay has been inHome
sume to, Brenda Paitsel, sary . For info call Phelps Pawn Shop. 57
creased to $662 in 1992.
D
B
A
Confidential InvestiFurnishing'
RN,0 R Supervisor, Park- 219-769-6649 ext -7159, Main Si. Cadiz, KY
For more information
gations Southade Shop120
522-1111.
way Regional Hospital 9am-9pm. 7 days.
3PC living room suite, tai
ping Center, Suite 0102,
Apartments
condition, $75 25 color Iv
2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, PHYSICIAN'S office
McConnell
Murray 753-2641
has TOP dollar for tunk cars and
For Rent
Ky 42041 EOE WF
Insurance Agency
opening for Medical Assis- trucks 759-4836 or $100, 080 489-2933 after
6Pln
1,
2,
3
48R furnished
or
tant.
436-5322
Experience
necesCAREER Opportunity in
753-4199
270
apartments, nice, near uniCOUNTRY style couch and
Sales Must be neat sary, male Of female Send USED and antique
'our 290,year°Nerore'
Mobile
furniversity 753-6111 daytime
dresser and have depend- resume to P 0. Box ture, glass, tools, quirts char, rust and blue tones
Homes For Sate
753-0606 nights
753-7951
able late model transporta- 1040-P. Murray
474-2262, 901-642-6290
12x50 IN Hardin, $3000 1BR, 2br, 3br apartments
KEN Bar Inn 2year mem- tion Successful candidate
437-4065.
bership with extra days built can expect to earn POSTAL JOBS Murray WANTED: small garden QUEEN size waterbed
trailers, duplexes, and
area $23,700 per year. tiller in good
Couch and chair. Sharp 13'
Up 502 247-7469
condition
$30,000. first year Call
plus benefits. Postal car- 753-2542
color TV Goldstar micro- 12x62, 2br, 1.7, bath, all houses $200-$400rmo
753-2654
to
set
up
appointMRS. THERESA, PSYelectric H/A 12x64, 2br, 2 Call Coleman RE for deriers, sorters, clerks For
wave 759-1534
ment for interview
application and exam inlorCHIC AND ASTROLOGY
bath. H/A, W/D, furnished tails 753-9898
160
VANEER
walnut
table,
leaf,
reader Advice in all prob- COOK and waitress, day mation.
753-8827
call
1BR near campus.
6 chairs and china cabinet
Article.
lems of affairs 1-554-7904 shirt Apply in person, 1-219-736-9807, ext.
in good condition. 1987, 14x70, extra nice, $220/rno, 1 year lease and
For 5.1.
Homeplace Family P-3482. 8am-8pm, 7 days
2br, 2 bath, utility room lots depdrat no pets, partial util759-1187
100 YARDS Burley ToRestaurant
of extras, central H/A. wood ises paid 759-9980 leave
RN OR LPN for physicians
bacco Plants 492-8411
underpinning and porch message
office Fulttime, excellent
witl accept best reasonable 1 OR 2br opts near downbenefits Send resume to BOGARD trucking and exoffer 753-4459
P0 Box 462, Murray, KY cavating, roc We haul top
town Murray 753-4109
42071
soil, gravel. tilt dirt, white
1990 FLEETWOOD 2br. 2 2BDRM,14 bath, wrd hooSPECIAL
38
Taurus
pistol
rock.
rip
rap
759-1828
SHONEY'S INN of Moray
bath, garden tub wskylight, kup. covered deck, carport
436-6081, 753-0726
is seeking permanent FLOOR length wedding
bay window, custom oak Available June 1st.
maintancergrounds per- dress with train & veil Cal PSE THUNDER-Flee ex- cabinets, central gas heat, $350/mo, deposit requred
press, 55-70Ib, 30' draw central air, appliances,
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
son Please apply in 753-9964 after 9am
753-6266. 437-4855
with quiver and sights. underpinning
(Doors open at 6 001
person
excellent
FRESH Fish Lrve. 75e per $120 753-3155
condition, immediate pos- 2BR apartment Outlets for
Knights of Columbus Hall
pound Dressed, $1 60 per
washer and dryer, carport
050
session 753-8428
Si' 04 west to Johnny Roborteon Road,
pound Fillets, $300 per RIFLE Sturm Roger s3
No pets 753-9741
SfastIon
south to So Hate Rood right on So Hee Road
pound Large wholesale or- Cal 45-70 Govt Has
Waried
ders welcomed 753 5693, sheath, sling and tasco 1991, 16x80 CHAMPION 28R apartment in Murray.
At I PROCEEDS Go to CHARITY
scope (4x32) $275 Phone 3br 2 baths (one with gar- $303/mo 753-0834
SEWING lobs wanted in- Murray Bait Co
492 8869
PA 0466 P fl flmi 1033
den tub and skylights), lots 28R brick,
Moon4y
shade No pets
cluding formal wear
of closets and cabinet
1285fmo 753-6931
753-1061
space vaulted ceilings
ceiling fans, Wel hook-up 28R duplex on Ridgewood
Includes kvingroom furni- Dr . S300irno 759-4406
ture, kitchen appliances,
Terry
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
decks, underpinning. cen- 2BR duplex, CLEAN
GREAT LOCATION Central H/A
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
$23,000
Tatlock
759-9220 leave message tral electric H/A, refrigeraDecks, Patios and Storage Bu,:dngs
tor, dishwasher, stare, proLicensed
60 TRAILER whom porch fessionally landscaped
Roofing and Welding
1'4
on
Discounted
acre
with
well
rent $350/rno
and
Agent
septic Nice level ground 19068 Westwood Lease
Robert J.
wipond and lots of trees 1 required and deposit
Rutherford
mile from Blood River Boat 759-9674
dock Moving, must see
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
AFFORDABLE SUMMER
(502) 753-0468
$10,000 436-2827
ROOMS Al utilises pad
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
Has three community
FOR sale Of rent, 2br
We represent several of the top rated
beers Privates are $350
$250/mo, 1 year lease and and doubts' are $300 for
companies including; Continental Gendeposit or $17,000 Fenced whole summer Come by
eral, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Princiin boa-yard, tr/d hook-up, SIGMA PI fraternity house
his, on almost I or cal 753-8225 Tenants
central
pal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
acre lot near East Elemen- can be male Of Swab
N.O.F.M.A. Grade Wood
Washington National, to give you the best
tary 759-9980 leave
FURNISHED 1 or 2 bedpossible rates and benefits. For "Top
fneSS.S90
Starting At
per sq. ft.
room apartments No pos.
Companies and Top Service" contact
GIANT Clearance Sale Also, sleeping
Installations, Sanding & Finishing
rooms
Terry at: 753-4199
now in progress' Save big 753-6609
No Wax Floors Available
bucks on all homes. new
and used Dinkins Mobile HAZEL Apertmene, Hazel.
* .38 Years Experience *
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79E, KY, ii now renting You
Paris. TN 1-800 642 4891 must be 62, handicapped.
Hopkinsvdle Fed. Say. Bldg.
301 E. 12th
One of the South's oldest or disabled New 1 and 2br
7th at Main. Murray, Ky.
and largest dealerships of units 502-527-8574 for
Benton, Ky.
more inlorrnadon. Equal
quality homes!
Housing °poorer*/
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119.
1-803-649-3804

3"

am 10m

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

r

I

2nn

Shoals°
Yitnisd

PIZZA INN
228 nn is expanding in
Kentucky
• Easy to open
operate
* 160 new
franchises in the
last 12 months
* Single & multi
unit franchise
opptys.
For info call;
(800) 880-9955

Effective jSr. 2 1991

Display Ads

Insurance
_Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Onn
Help
Wanted

Classified Ad Rates

SERVI IS

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers eft requested to cheek the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger &Twee eel be respoesesie far only one incorrect insertion Any emir
should be reported inenedustely so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ESTATE

TUESDAY, MAY 12, 1992

For Rent
Or LOAM

LARGE 2tx duplex. quer CREEKVIEW Self-storage
area, central gas/ac, ap- warehouses on Center
pliances, wrd hook-up Drive behind Shoney s
Available June 1, lease and $20-540/mo 759-4081
deposit no pets, $375/mo
370
759-1087
Livestock
NEW 1000 sq ft. apartSupplies
ment Gas heat, ap
pkances, utility room. low 5 COWS and calves
utilities
489-2285
$380imo
753-8828
BULLS AND HEIFERS .
TAKING applications for Performance Tested SIMsection 8 rent subsidized MENTAL and MAINE apartrnents. 1, 2 8 3 bed- ANJOU crossbred service
rooms. Apply Hildaie Apts age Bulls and Heifers Only
Hardin, Ky. or call the very top performers offered for sale All animals
502-437-4113 E140.
health tested and guaranteed Smith Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Day 502-235-5182, Night
502-235-5170.
1BR house. $235/mo , in
county, newly remodeled, HUDSON Company Sadnice yard, available May dles, Bridles & Horse sup16th Call Rob, 759-1331 plies 753-4545, 759-1823,
days, 753-0167 evenings 753-6763
3BR modern house in
country $400/mo plus ublibes Secunty deposit required. 753-8723

ROYAL Upizzan Stallions
of Austria at Murray States
West Kentucky Exposition
Center. May 15-16,
730pm, May 17, 2:30pm
FOR rent wittippoon to buy. Ticket
info, 502-762-3125
brick 3br, 2 b,& wiattached
garage in Coldwater Area.
300
$425/mo . Low $60's.
Pea
492-8841 after 630pm.
SupPlss
HOUSE for rent at 1038
1 YEAR male chocolate
Main Street, 41or, 2 bath. La
b 4 mos , female '4 Las
)8CUZZI, central hra
Both good with children
$656/m 753-6111 days.Make otter 753-9100
753-0606 nights
AKC Registered RotMailer. 1 year old male,
good tempered $300
For Rare
1611 Miler
Or Leen
38R. 2 bath condo in Nur
ray for sale or lease
753-3293

AKC Registered Boxer
Puppies Shots 8 wormed.
happy & healthy $150
436-5494

f..1'.j.

F. ' • • • ' .1 '

Service on all brands: window air conditioner,
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dr),er,
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric range.
FactQry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Broun
4 A11 Repairs

Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbrittent Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray
753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive automatic
standar.
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, May 17, 2-4 p.m.

1573 Mockingbird
In Martin Heights
4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 7 closets

1111111M
1307 N. 113th
In University Heights
For Info call 759-2565.
Houses starting at $54,900
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

Sernces

1984 SUBURBAN good
condition loaded 1988
Dodge Dakota pica -up
*acted Howard Brandon
753-4389 or 753-5960

DRYWALL finishing, re
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

Supplies
DAISY Grooming Salts
day, by appointment
753-7819
HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PARAKEET with tall cage
On stand and toys
489 2541
PART Chow
436-2571

puppies

REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniel puppies Golden
black, very friendly. all
shots 1-901-782-3513
SCOTTISH Terners AKC
$1 50 $200 S & W
901 648-5697
WEST Highland white Ter
rier pups AKC $175
901 364 5465
410
Pubic
Sale
FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris. Auctioneer
P0 Box 149 Hazel KY
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
appraise and sell it all

37 ACRES. northwest Caloway County, $14,900
365-0145 evenings
ARE YOU TIRED of pouring hard earned money
down the drain? Wish you
could stop paying rent? If
you credit a good, you
could qualify for a low interest home mortgage loan
Let's Talk' It's Free' Betty
Lou Daily, Buyer Agent, Ky
and Tn MTG Real Estate,
753-4000 901-247-3737
CLEAN-UP shop on '4
acre $13,000 436-2652
KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley Bet-Air Center
1 502- 753 -SOLD.
1-800-369-5780

38R, 2 bath home, central
KA newly decorated
large yard. good location
Low $70s Cal 753 5644
after 5pm
BY Builder. new, 2br, 2bath
with hot tub, all extras, located in town Call after
5pm. 753-3672
DON'T Rent If you can pay
rent of $300 per month,
then you can Be The Owner
of the charming 2 bedroom
home that has rust been
reclucedi Lets tae now
MLS *3463 Kopperud Realty 753-1222
GREAT location Beautiful
3bdrm 2bath limit on 2
wooded lots Well maintained, owner wants offer
Professional Real Estate
Day or night 759-1591
HOUSE for sale by owner
Half block from university
on Olive Blvd 3d, 2 bath,
new kitchen new high efficiency central air and heat
system new 2-car detached garage Owner
leaving area Home is priced to sell No realtors
Please 753-4573
LAKEFRONT bnck home,
4br. 2 bath Covered boat
dock for 2 boats Call
436-2461
NEW 3br, LFI, DR, 2 baths.
built-in range and microwave central h/a, quality
oak cabinets, walk-in
closet, excellent location
753-5561
NEW 4br. LR, DR. 28
walk-in closet, central fm/a, 3
tans, built-in, self cleaning
Frigidaire range, Panasonic microwave. desposal
oak cabinets, excellent location 753-5561
NEW 5br, LR, 213, central
hid, carport, built-in range
microwave, disposal
Adaptable to many family
sizes excellent location
753-5561
NEW. first offering. Excellent location, adaptable to
newlyweds, growing families, retirees, built-ins
753-5561 or 759-1610
OWNER anxious Quality
3bdrm. 2bath brick on large
lot Clean. neat, & fresNy
painted A real steal at
$59,000 Professional Real
Estate Day or night
759-1591

ian

Lots
For Sale
10 WOODED acres In Hidden Hills Estates Approximately 6 miles northeast of
Murray Overlooks 5th fairway of Miller Golf Course
$19,900 Call 753-5755
WOODED lot in Lynwood
Heights City water, natural
gas cadevisron hard surface roads 3 3110 miles on
94 west from Murray City
Limits 753-5841 or
753-1566
SAO

Home
Far Saki

.11

1 MILE from Murray 2800
sq ft , 3 or 4br 2 bath, large
den, central 14/A, double
garage, fireplace winsert,
storage building sun room,
patio Newly decorated.
759 1867
2BR brick. downtown Low
price Small down payment Low monthly payments Move-in condition
Immediate possession
753-3690
2 STORY brick. built in
1991 Located in Southwest Villa eacIditional lot
available an up, master
suite w/spa down, Irvingroom diningroom, den
Excellent storage, walk-in
closets ceiling fans. crown
moldings. custom draperies and professional landscaping Excellent family
home, must see to appreciate Call 753-5755.
3BR, 1 bath, central heal
and air. *el**,insert. Excellent location, lees than 5
miles from town, Fairview
Acres Call 759-9627 after
Spill

THINKING of Building?
Why not a log home?
Model/residence at mile 6.
Hwy 280. east of Murray
For information and appointment, call 436-2040

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

1988 RED S-10 pick-up
Immaculate condition
753-9572 after 5pm

1984 MERCURY Topaz
LS. auto, pat/pb,4-door. a/c.
117w miles. driven
$1250 (080) 753-1323
After 5pm, 753-5763

1990 FORD Ranger XLT,4
cy I , two-tone blue,
5-speed am/fm radio arc
paipb, $37,500, factory alu
minum wheels, $6500 See
at 816 River Road

1984 VOLKSWAGEN Rabbit GTI, 2-door. 5-speed.
arnitm cassette, excellent condition $1950
753-4128 after 5pm

TRUCKS arid rebuildade
wrecks Baker's Auto
Sales
489 2163
Coldwater

1985 HONDA CRX Si,
good car, $2500 1611
killer
1986 CHEVY Cavalier,
2-door, lift-back, auto, psi
pb, arc. excellent condition
10xxx on factory remari
motor $2400 0130, firm
753-4128 after 5pm
1987 DELTA 88 Royale
Brougham, all power, V-6,
am/fm cassette, $4500
474-2115
1987 FORD Taurus Wagon, low miles, good condition 753-1890 after 5pm
1988 OLDS Toronado,
loaded, extra nice, 43xxx
actual miles. $7900 OBO
753-6339

5 Points
Auto Repair
Used Cars
14 Ford Tempo 4door, 5-sp.,
ak
$1,895
12 Buick Regal 4door.
$1,495
Uncoin Town
Car
$3,295
'74 Jaguar
77 Buick Electra
2-door
$1,050
'80 Chevy Pickup
3/4 Ton .._..$850
78 Datsun Pickup
est. cab
$1,495
11 Datsun Pickup 4wheel drive, body
rough
ColcMate• Ra
J
al

r, Sop

nous Repair Windows,
White or Silver Roo(
Cosung, Siding. Purehee
• Decks

Unites
Orkiree

Servises
011eree

PAINTING interior, esterrOf All types of home repair
20 years experience Free
estimates Call anytime
753-5368

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Serves Center, cleaningsernang $15, most repairs
$35. aS brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn, 753-0530

Delivery & Installauon

FULL

Muting Storm Windows,
Ducey, Single - Diamond
Window
$1110

$26 Single Doors
$40 Combo Doom
Miller
An. Conditioning

Service Lawn Care
City or county, free estimates 436-2744

Mee 502.492-8488
Hwy. 641
*
N. Haul *

GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, re
roofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work Springtime 10% savings
502-753-7941

AL'S hauling. yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

GENERAL Repair plumbmg. roofing tree work
436 2642

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most pans
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience. Local references 489-2267.

Campers

1987 ‘1innebagii 31
ft. Chieftain motor
home. Dual air, rear
bedroom,6.5 generator, hytrolic tortmg Jacks. top !rid
plush,
trim. er
20.s
miles. like lieu.
$38.000. Da's 7536448 ask for Jack,
nights. 753-3265.

Combo With Diamond
Window
$220

We now carry Ever
lock Innyl Skirting

510

1967 CHEVROLET Schoo
Bus, runs good Best offer
759-1979

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

bo

PAINTING interior and ex
*nor Ouaisty work Over
FOLKS, FOLKS, FOLKS, 20 years experience Ralph
Have your car boat Or WI
Wortey 436-5625
craft cleaned and waxed to
PAINTING,
exbanor, intera sparkle Reasonable
at • good
prices/estimates
Call 10i Good work
SPARKLE" now price Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
tor appointment 753-7828

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Wesorighouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

0„111-ANO
PROFESSIONAL

PAINTING
104 N. 131h St
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and
Exterior

PARKER & Sons Lawn
Service Specializing in
yard preparation, seeding.
lentil/log, breaking & ordering gardens 35yrs experience Gene Parker,
753-5838
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free esarnate
JAMES C Gallimore
Electric Fast efficient,
courteous service
759-1835

KITCHEN CABINET REA TO Z Services General
COVERY existing doors 8
contracting, electrical,
frames with woodgrain forplumbing roofing carpenmica, all colors Free estitry, yard and house maintemates Wulff's Recovery
MOM,
1975 AIR Stream 31' rea nance Free estimates All
A PIM'
Murray 436-5560
bath, awnings all around. work guaranteed Call
Michelin bras, A I condi- 759-9047
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
tion Also, used trailer
For all your carpet and upA Tree Trimming and light GUTTERING By Sears
hitches 753-0114
Sears residential and com- holstery cleaning, call
hauling Free estimates
753-5827
Free estimates
mercial
continuous
gutters
1976 MIDAS 20ft. self con- 436-2102, ask for Luke
installed for your specifica- Dupont certified for
tained camper Must sell
753-0123 759-1525 after BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- tions Call Sews 753-2310 Stain master
ishing Basements foot- for free catenate
5Prfl
ings, garages, drives,
LICENSED for electric,
23FT Argosy. (by Airs- walks 30yrs. experience. HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint- gas. refrigeration Installatream), shower, tub, toilet, 13yrs in Murray area
a/c, furnace, mircowave, 753-5476 Charles Barnett ing, wallpaper, carpentry, tion and repair Free estifloor covenng No job too mates 753-7203
reng hot water, twin beds,
small 436-2052
sleeps four, tandem axle, BOB'S Plumbing Service
MOWING, Yard Work AfInstallations
and
repairs, all
A-1 condemn, tows easy
NEED your gutters cleaned fordable, reliable. efficient
guaranteed
753-4355,
$4195 436-5685
or repaired? Call 753-0834 Free estimates 753-9100
753-1134
C2n

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm

Boats
Motors
15' RUNABOUT,good con
damn Make offer, 1611
Miller St

BULLDOZING backhoe,
septic systems Horace
Sholar, 354-8161

1976 MARK Twain 1401/0
Extra nice
$4500
502-247-9416

CARPENTRY, framing,
roofing, foundations.
436-5598

9'

1987 STARCRAFT 16' CARPET and vinyl installafiberglass, I/O, 120hp, SS tion and repairs Glen Bob1989 GRAND Am LE
while, 2-door, ground ef- prop, like new, less than 50 ber, 759-1247
fects and spoiler, extra hrs $6500 489-2689
CARPET binding and fringdean, sharp Pay oft OBO
MOVIE boat
weekend ing Enger Custom Design
489-2671 or 759-4954.
at Bernies'. 1989 Glastron Carpets
753-7614
1991 CORVETTE, 2311, 74 liter mercruiser, anytime
stripped, needs hood, top, depth, tilt New $30,446,
back glass & seats, valued at $22 000 sell CARPET CLEANING;
$14,750 1990 Corvette $18,600 753-1818 afyer $8.00/1314. 3rm minimum.
1985 YZ 250 YAMAHA
Leave message,436-2734,
KDX 450 Kawasaki Cal flood car, no body damage, 5Pel
10am-8pm, ask for Jeff
$14,500 1990 Corvette,
437-4838
stripped, needs hood, bum1989 YAMAHA YI 125
per, interior, back glass
CHARLIE Davidson All
759-1927 after 4pm
tires & wheels. $13,500
types of roofing and re1992 Ford Mustang LX, 50
A1A Landscaping and pairs Torch down rubber
motor. 110 miles, hit in
groundkeeping, mulch roofing 753-5812
front, good fide. $6800
trimming, mowing, hauling, CHIIA Chlm Chimney
1991 Dodge Shadow, hit
and tree removal Weir or Sweeps has 10% senior
dnvers side, 7000 miles,
minor clean-up 492-8254 citizen discounts We sell
$3,250 1991 Blazer, 4dr,
NEW bug shields for pick- stripped, need one door, Al TREE Service Stump chimney caps and screens
ups and vans. *reign and front sheet metal & seats. removal and spraying Free 435-4191
domestic, clear and smoke $10,500 Call Darnell's estimates 753-0906 after
COLSON'S Home Repair
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed Auto Sales 527-3512
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 Remodeling. carpentry,
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
painting and plumbing
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500 CAR Stereo Installation Al YARD mowing, light
436-2575 after 5pm
753-0113. Sunset Boule
hauling and tree trimming
yard Music Murray's Al- 436-2102 ask for Paul
COMPLETE 200amp
pine Car Audio Specialist,
trailer pole services, ready
Also
A LIGHT hauling, tree trimCenter,
Dixieland
1
block
to install, meets all West
Part,
ming, yard mowing Free
from MSU dorms
Kentucky RECC requireestimates Tim Lamb
HAVE Chrysler and Genments Call 502-492-8208
eral Motors transmissions FOR sale or trade for late 436-2528
after lpm
model Celebrity. 1983
alternators and starters
ALPHA Builders - CarpenCUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Call Ozzie McClure at Camaro Berlinetta, loaded
try, remodeling, porches.
t-tops, white letter tires
and Cooling Service Com753-0170, 9arn-5pm
roofing, concrete drive$4500 753 8.309
plete installation and serways, painting, maintev ice
Call Gary at
nance, etc Free estimates 759,4754
Used
489-2303
Cars
DIAL Builders New addBACKHOE Service ROY bons new homes, pole
1981 REGAL, needs trans
HILL Septic system, drive- barns total remodeling No
Vara
mission, starter and tune
ways. hauling, foundations. lob too small 436-5272
up $650 OBO 753-4370 1986 CHEW Conversion etc 759-4664
1984 CHEVY Celebrity, Van, Tv, 78xxx miles, good
$1800080 Can be seen condition. $6900 1979
at E-9 Fox Meadows after Ford Fiesta, 138.xxx miles,
5pm. or call 436-2285 after runs good $475 753-5508
after Spin
6pm

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

1984 HONDA CNiC blue.
auto. 66.000 Men $1500
OBO 753-8743

New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
baths,fireplace,central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $47,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Since 1968

(502)582-1800

Basement & Garage Optional

1986 DODGE Caravan SE
Burgundy & black, twotone Loaded, privacy
glass
extra nice
753-0509
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager 7 passenger, V-6,
4-speed automatic, 57xxx
miles Well maintained,
great condition' 753-6338

_1111

Rancher's Choice
Describes this almost new 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, one
with whirlpool tub, very large great room with
fireplace, formal dining room,fenced backyard, and
side entrance garage.

Kopperud Realty

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insixed with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Man
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690

YARD landscaping w/20
years experience Mulch
and mulching, bushhogging No lobs too big or too
small 436-5430
YARD mowing, trimming,
odd iobs Hauling, mulch,
gravel, dirt, sealing driveways Free estimates
436-5501
YARD mowing, landscaping, tree trimming, and tree
removal Free estimates
Ten Lamb, 436-2528
560
Free
Column
FREE white German She
pard female, 2 yew's old
Good guard dog Cal alter
5pm, 753-5268

DAVID SMITH
1966 FORD truck, 302
•utomatic
$700
75,3-9714, 753-0062

Construction
New Homes
ResidentialCommercial

1968 CHEVY pick-up truck
$500 OBO 436-2753
1981 CHEVY Scottsdale
nice dependable truck,
$2300 753 2089 after
5Pfn

Addtbons - Metal Pole Barns

15 Yrs. Experience •
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

•

Free Estimates

PHONE..
502-437-3026
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All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
41:19

SuNauRvalur1RAv (a.haa Bunny
?S1SiN0

BMW I

For All Your Construction Needs
Commercial & Residential
Fully Insured & Bondable
Free Estimates

Phone 435-4619
Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Dont Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

•

1990 DODGE Caravan,
nice $6500 753-nr-43

re(

CUSTOM KITCNDI GANNETS
CUSTC61 WOOOWORKING

YARD
SALE
SEASON
'7.50
12.50
15.00

wa

WEST Ky Aluminum Put
an end to cagey painting
ROGER Hudson rock haul- and draft windows with Aling, gravel,said,dirt, drive- coa Siding and Certain
way rock 753-4545, Teed Replacement WinBill Speed,
dows
753-6763.
492-8103
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new WILL break and disk gar
installation pumping sew- dens and do bushhogging
753-3413
ers, i000ngs, basements
Backtioe-ioader service WILL do mowing and light
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
hauling 753-4355

Kingins
Construction Inc

If you have something to sell, here's the way to make your
voice heard. It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network
For 6149, you can place • 20-word ad tn 80 Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience of more than 1,000,000
readers.
We've sold cerytlung from anuques tO SISUO111 wagon.
Frown steel building. to sewing maciunes
Contact this newsp•per for dead. Then get ready to sell.

EMI

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT

(502)554-3267

ertZ

Services
Wend

Offered

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

SIC

530

Used
Trucks

Pad

Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m:
p.m.
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Looking Back

Today is Tuesday. May 12, the 133rd day of 1992. There are 233 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 12, 1937, Britain's King George VI was crowned at Westminster Abbey in London, along with his consort, Queen Elizabeth.
On this date:
In 1820, the founder of modem nursing, Florence Nightingale, was
born in Florence, Italy.
In 1842, coinposer Jules Massenet was born in Montaud, France.
In 1845, composer Gabriel Urbain Faure was born in Pamiers, France.
In 1870, Manitoba became a Canadian province.
In 1932, the body of the kidnapped son of Charles and Anne Lindbergh
was found in a wooded area of Hopewell, NJ.
In 1949, the Berlin Blockade ended as the Soviet Union announced the
reopening of East German land routes.
In 1965, West Germany and Israel exchanged letters establishing diplomatic relations.
In 1978, the Commerce Department announced that hurricanes would
no longer be named exclusively after women, heeding objections that the
traditional practice was sexist.
Ten years ago: In Fatima, Portugal, security guards overpowered a
Spanish priest armed with a bayonet who had tried to reach Pope John
Paul II. The pontiff was not injured.
Five years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir rejected Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres' proposal for an international Middle East peace
conference, calling it "perverse and criminal." Peres angrily accused
Shamir of arrogance.
One year ago: Syrian President Hafez Assad, meeting with U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker III, refused to yield on key demands for joining a Middle East peace conference.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Katharine Hepburn, according to her recently published autobiography, is 85 today (contrary to numerous references
that say she was born in November 1909). TV newscaster Howard K.
Smith is 78. Critic John Simon is 67. Baseball Hall of Famer Yogi Berra
is 67. Composer Burt Bacharach is 63. Talk show host Tom Snyder is 56.
Comedian George Carlin is 55. Former White House press secretary
Ronald L Ziegler is 53. Singer-musician Steve Winwood is 44. Actor
Emilio Estevez is 30.
Thought for Today: "Only the really plain people know about love
the very fashionable ones try so hard to create an impression that they
soon exhaust their talents." — Katharine Hepburn (1907- ).

Tea years qo
Kroger Company will open Kenlake Foods in the old Tappan building. Bill Germann will be the plant
manager.
New officers of Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce are David Graham,
Loretta Jobs, Stuart Poston and Bill
Kopperud,
Irma La Follette was named for
the first ever award, "Humanitarian
of the Year" by the Murray Rotary
Club.
Jack Pack has been named as
basketball coach for Calloway
County High School by the Calloway County Board of Education.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Blankenship,
April 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Waddell, April 22; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glen KirLs, April 23;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Hagen Jennings, April 27; a girl to

NC and Mrs. Mu Parker, April
30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Peacock, May I; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. David Travis, May 2.
Twenty years ago
Air Force ROTC Cadet Paul G.
Bryant of Murray was one of four
cadets to received the Lee J. Merhel Award in ceremonies at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Dr. Bill Price, Mary Jo Johnson,
Magic Shown and Ruth Hina are
new officers of the University
School Parent-Teacher Association.
Paul Lyons Jr., William Boyd,
Mrs. Chester McCuiston and Max
Brandon are new officers of Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Shaw
will be married for 50 years on
May 13.
Elected as new officers of Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. A.C. La

Follette, Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft, Mrs.
Dwight Crisp and Mrs. Albert
Crider.
Thirty years ago
Gene Graham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carmon Graham, and Nat
Caldwell have been named as two
Nashville Tennessean newspaper
reporters to share in the 1962 Pulltiler Prize for National Reporting.
Harry L. Lovett, aviation ord.
nanceman second class, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson B. Lovett,
has reenlisted for six years in the
U.S. Navy at Naval Air Station,
Key West, Fla.
Judy Anne Cooper, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cooper, student at Murray High School, has
been selected to participate in the
1962 Summer Center of Communicative Arts at Ohio State
University.
Elected as new officers .of Garden Department, of Murray

Woman's Club were Mn. James
Byrn, Mn. Humphrey Key, Mrs.
Hugh Houston and Mrs. Dewey
Ragsdale.
Forty yews ago
Theo%
n iralu of $10,000 and over for
the c
ction of new Calloway
County Health Center building at
Olive and North Seventh Streets
has been reached, according to
Mrs. 011ie Barneu, campaign fund
chairman.
Jackson Purchase Chiropractic
Association met recently at Murray
Woman's Club House with Dr.
Gerald A. Gordon as host Dr. C.S.
Lowry was guest speaker on the
topic, "National and International
Polictical and Military Situations."
Mrs. W.D. Green of Long
Beach, Calif., is the guest of her
sisters, Mrs. W.R. Furches arid
Mrs. T.S. Wilkerson. Their brother,
J. D. Adams and wife, Bakersfield.
Calif., will arrive later.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I can't believe I'm
actually writing this, but the letter
signed"In Love,ButConfused"needs
some input from someone who has
been in her shoes.She was agonizing
over whether to continue her relationship with a married man who
was almost twice her age. The age is
irrelevant, but let me give her some
advice:
Getting romantically involved
with a married man is the most destructive thing a woman can do to
herself. I was involved with a married man(my boss)for many years,
and the agony and heartache caused

by that relationship far outweighed another family in the process. Abby,
the hours ofstolen pleasure.
you have often said, You can't build
He lived a happy, normal life as a happiness on the misery of others."
husband and father, but I was in the No truer words were ever spoken.
closet with no other social life while
"In Love, But Confused" is hurtI sat by the phone hoping that he ing not only her lover's wife, she's
would call to say he could sneak hurting herself. If she is smart,she
away for an hour.
will break it offimmediately — and
There may be some who will read never look back. It takes discipline
this and say that they, too, were in and determination, but it's worth
love with a married person and it being able to look at yourself in the
turned out fine. I strongly disagree —"mirror every day.
that an illicit relationship can ever
BEEN THERE,
turn out "fine." Even if the affair
AND FREE AT LAST
results in marriage or a permanent
DEAR ABBY:So an average-lookcommitment,you will have destroyed ing,60-year-old,short,balding mar-

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
1NE GOT TO STOP
READING IVOSEJB
ADVICE 00k.uMNS

ned man goes out delivering concert
tickets( previously sold by telephone,
then comes home and tells his wife
that he was propositioned by three
women — young and quite goodlooking.
He said that one young wife of a
college student answered the door in
her bathrobe that wasn't very well
secured and "sort of hanging open,"
and proceeded to tell him that her
husband wouldn't be home for an
hour or more. And another woman
asked him if he wanted to come in
and have a drink — or something.
Abby,are we to believe that most
women are sex-starved today? Or
could that delivery man have had
some special kind ofcharm that enables him to seduce women on sight?
CAROL IN MEMPHIS
DEAR CAROL:There are two
possibilities:The ticket-delivering gentleman may actually possess a special kind ofcharm.(In
some cases, it doesn't matter
what a man looks like — it's the
way he looks at a woman that
melts her down and makes her
knees buckle./ However, it's
doubtful that a man would send
out such seductive signals without making a conscious effort.
Then,ofcourse,there's always
a chance that the gentleman has
a vivid imagination and concocted those tales to make his
wife jealous. It happens.

DEAR ABBY: This concerns
mothers who send their small children into public restrooms all alone.
I see it all the time.

The mother says, "Go potty" —
and the little ones have to climb up
on the seat and hold on with their
hands, Then they come out of the
bathroom with their fingers in their
mouths.
OBSERVER
IN EVERETT, WASH.

•
t.:4 6je
:

DEAR OBSERVER:At the risk
of being told to mind your own
business, when you notice this
again, calmly and politely tell
the child's mother what you have
told me.

CATHY
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NOT A
COUPLE.
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"Margaret! You'?... I... I ...should ... have ...
knowwwwwnnnnnn ..."

Crosswords
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ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

404414

LIKE. PtiOrHER COFFEE,

PHIL"?

NOTHFNKS,SIS
I THINK I'LL HITTHE.

paZGHT you'D SIT
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AWHILE FIND getfiX I
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THINGS COVERED
WITH CAT HAIR!

HEY, WAIT A
MINUTE!

34 Beni,, for
one
36 Stair post
38 Seed
container
39 Aroma
41 Instrument
43 Challenges
45 Avarice
48 Corners
50 Staid
51 Simpleton
52 Choose
54 Anglo-Saxon
slave
55 Makes into
Mather
56 Lad
57 Peruse

1 Prison
compartment
5 Emerged
victorious
8 Genus of
maples
12 Region
13 Exist
14 Cavern
15 Crowns
17 Put on guard
19 Kind of cloth
20 Anjou and
bosc
21 Roman tyrant
23 Strain for
breath
24 Aerltorm
fluid
26 Additional
28 Guido's high
note
31 Paid nottce
32 2.000 lbs.
33 Printer's
measure

DOWN
1 Household
pets
2 Great Lake
3 Becomes
aware of
4 Big

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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HE

5 Existed
6 Alternative
word
7 Unused
8 Land
MOMSUrtIS
9 Finger
sandwich

10 Without end
11 Cerise and
crimson
16 Danish island
18 Armadillo
22 Aquatic
mammal
23 Civet-like
2
I
3
4
to ii
5
9
8
6
7
mammal
24 Frolic
12
14
i3
25 Bother
27 In whet
15
16
manner/
lie.... 29 Zodiac sign
addition
30
19
In
20
35 Repulsive
woman
21
22
36 Smelling
III
organ
26
25
37 Theater box
Illil
IIII
38 Grattfy
32
40 Secluded
31I
valleys
WI
34
42 Command
43 Foolish.
42
41
36 40
idiotic
•
44 04 of
Celebes
4S
46 Sicilian
Mil
Mill
volcano
17 Act
ill
iiii
49
Cry
54
50 Pigpen
si ll.
53 Italian river
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The Story of

My Life

I come from
a very poor

family.

We were so
poor we had
to eat cat
food.So we
all died.
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U
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Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT A friend of mine
has been diagnosed with lupus erythematosus. She appears very upset
Does she deserve sympathy, or is she
making too much of nothing?
DEAR READER Your friend is not
making too much of nothing, if you'll
excuse my double negative. Lupus
can be a serious disease, and most
people who have it worry about its
consequences
Lupus erythematosus is a chronic
disorder of connective tissue, meaning that the tissue that holds the
body's organs together becomes inflamed, probably from a self-allergy.
The disease affects primarily the
joints, skin, lung covering, heart covering (pericardium), brain, blood vessels and kidneys. Consequently, the
main symptoms are arthritis, rash,
pleurisy, heart pain, headache, behavioral changes and anemia The renal
disease, which rarely causes symptoms. can progress to renal failure
The diagnosis of LE is confirmed by
blood tests and or biopsy Treatment
usually involves cortisone or other
steroids
T1) a large degree, the prognosis of
land therapy for) LE depends on its
severity, its progression and which organs are involved For example, minor joint pains -- without signs of other organ disorders — can usually be
treated
with
anti-inflammatory
drugs, whereas LE of major organs,
especially the kidneys. requires more
aggressive therapy with steroids
The disease is often marked by remissions and exacerbations. It comes
and goes Complications, such as infection or heart failure, must be
treated independently, with antibiotics or diuretics as needed
Although LE was at one time a
dreaded disorder that was often fatal,
it is treatable — even curable — with
modern methods
To give you further information. I
am sending you a free copy of my

Health Report'Lupus: The Great Imitator.' Other readers who would like
a copy &odd sand $1.25 plus a long,
self-addresued, stamped envelope to
PO Bei 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013319 Be sure to mention the title.
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Kenneth F.
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Houston, Mrs. Virginia Kirk, Mrs.
Prices as ol 9 AM
Leta Clifford, Mrs. Peggy Davis,
Mrs. Lera Anderson, Mrs. Elta
The funeral for Kenneth F. Mur, ,inpanv
Pl1Ce
Chg
Winchester, Mrs. Lara Willis, Mrs. dock was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
Frances Stubblefield, Mrs. Lois chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Raspberry, Mrs. Mable Hudson, Home. Ed Davis officiated. The
Mrs. Rachael Richie and Mrs. Lata song service was by the Mennonite
Dew Jams Inel A vs.
•9-24
Garner, and two brothers, Joe Las- Singers.
DJIA Previous Class —.1397.SS
siter and W.D. Lassiter, all of MurPallbearers were Bill Ed MurAlr Prodacts
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dock, Thomas Murdock, Louis
ray and Calloway County.
A.T.C. Claw A
11107/sA
Murdock, Gary Lee Potts, Roger
The funeral is today at I p.m. in
AT & T---.-- 43,14 mac
the chapel of Ashley-Scott Funeral Potts and Mack Harris, all
Bell South
• ih
Home, Hazel Park. The Rev. Elge- nephews, active; Johnny Williams, CHRIS BIRDSONG
Brigs, & Stratton
49
/
3
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Chrysler
lean Young of Southern Pentecos- Terry Williams, Steve Enistberger,
vac
Deem Foods ___.— 2.9/4 mac
Billy Collins, and members of Mr.
tal Church is officiating.
Enos
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Murdock's Sunday School Class at
Burial will follow in White
Fisher Plitt ----JT/i me
Williams Chapel Church, honorary.
Chapel Cemetery, Troy, Mich.
Ford
Motor
.-------44
Burial was in Salem Cemetery at
General Electric ------.79 Lynn Grove.
General Motors —391A • 'A
Chris Birdsong of Murray has been and has a smile for everyone. I have
Mr. Murdock, 58, Rt. 1, Murray,
Goodrich---Wig + Ns
died Saturday at 2:20 p.m. at Vet- selected as the "Out of the Ordinary" seen a lot of orderlies during 13 years
Goodyear __.------.7P/4 • Ns
The funeral for Mrs. Lyndoll Tenn.
erans Administration Hospital, employee for the month of May for his of nursing, but Chris is the best"
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Frances Finney was today at 10
Mrs. Finney, Gallatin, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn.
work as an orderly with Nursing
Birdsong has worked at MCCH for
Ingersoll Rand -----&V. - 1'1s
Lm. at College Heights Baptist died there Saturday.
Murray-Calloway
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Services at the
eight months. He assists nurses with
K•Mart.—
Church, 1200 Nashville Pike, GalSurvivors include one daughter, Janette Webb Murdock; one County Hospital.
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patient care, helps move patients and
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latin, Term. Dr. John Marine and
Mrs. Jim Murray, Gallatin; one daughter, Mrs. Vonda Burris and
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The "Out of the Ordinary" award is carry supplies to emergency room, xDr. Larry Gilmore officiated.
son, Joseph Clifford Finney, Cali- husband, David, and one grandson, presented regularly to an MCCH ray, surgery and other hospital
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areas.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. fornia; one sister, Mrs. Opal Jetton, Wesley Burris, Rt. 1, Murray; one employee such as Birdsong who, in
McDomalds
44Ns "I feel proud to receive this award,
Burial was in Bazzell Cemtery in
.IC. Penney
Michigan; one brother, Merritt son, Barry Murdock, Rt. 7, Murray; the eyes of colleagues and/or patients, but I also want everyone to know
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that
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Calloway County with arrange- Marine, Alabama; nine grandchil- two sisters, Mrs. Marion Potts and
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ments by Phillips-Robinson Hen- dren; 21 great-grandchildren; one husband, Harry Lee. Rt. 1, Kirksey, ment to his or her responsibilities. care to
the patients I deal with,* says
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dersonville Chapel, Hendersonville, great-great-grandchild.
Some of the comments from nomi- Birdsong.
and Mrs. Faye Harris and husband,
James, Murray; two brothers, nations cards for Birdsong said:
In addition to the award, Birdsong
III% • Ns
Alfred Murdock and wife, M.avis, "Chris is always there whenever he's receives a specially-marked parking
Tame Warmer
1101/s - 'is
Rt. 1, Murray, and Pat Murdock
called upon, no matter what the space for the month, a certificate
Final rites for Mrs. Evelyn J. Medical Center, Sikeston, Mo.
and wife, Linda, Lady Lake, Fla.
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Rogers were Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Survivors include two daughters,
and a special invitation to the hospiNew Madrid Baptist Church, New
Mrs. Carol Jane Musser, Murray,
tal's annual service awards banquet.
Madrid, Mo.
and Mrs. Cheryl Jeanne Renfro,
Chris Birdsong and his wife Millie
Burial rites were Monday at 2 Lilbourn, Mo.; two sons, David
1455Pro5 Lyons is a norm( miter In this gteck
(an L.P.N. at Murray-Calloway
p.m. at the Jefferson Town Cemet- Wayne Rogers. Camdenton, Mo.,
County Hospital) reside at Route 8,
Court Square
ery, Jefferson Town, Ky.
and Lee Allen Rogers, Albia, Iowa;
Murray. They have a five-year-old
Mrs. Roberts, 67, New Madrid, nine grandchildren; two greatMurray, KY 42071
Glynda Burnett, of 419 South 8th retirement"
boy, Michael.
died Thursday at Missouri Delta grandchildren.
Burnett says retirement will allow
Street, Murray, was recently honored
502-753-3366
.
AddIllonal
at a retirement tea at Murray-Callo- her to simply "enjoy my family, work
Inlotmai,on
way County Hospital. Burnett has with crafts and maybe get in a little
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retired from the hospital after 20 years fishing."
Upon Reques1
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Services for Thomas Edward
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(?sr 8,t ItitesIttirnt h lrou.
Tapp are today at 2 p.m. in the Evelyn Tapp; two daughters, Mrs. nurse.
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Gals 1.4.1 lower UP. •14647 1. 1.1111 Weber
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Burnett spent all 20 years working 18-year-old Jason and I5-year-old 1.3
Darlene Carroll and husband, Wil1.2 1.313.1511 lbs.
$43.05-43-311
Home. The Rev. Jack Geurin is son, Long Beach, Calif., and Mrs. with elderly, acute care patients in the Cindy. Wayne and his wife, Pam,live 1.3
1 1111.73* lbs.
t311.06-41.-40
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officiating. Music is by Vendonna
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"When I started in the early 70's, Michael Dean.
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Oma Cates and Mrs. Bonnie Kirk- member the nursing school adjacent
8:12 a.m. at Baptist Memorial Hoswood, Madisonville; 14 grandchil- to that building which I attended."
pital, Memphis, Tenn.
dren; one great-grandchild.
Long Term Care's Clinical Manager Barbara Clapp, RN,said Burnett
Lou V. McGary
"was a hard worker who loved the
residents and was concerned about
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Services for James Pember are
Independent General Insurance Agent
them."
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today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
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Over the years, Burnett says mediBurial will follow in Maplewood
8 Insurance Companies
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
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"Free help in filing claims
Rev. Dean Emerson and the Rev.
Mr. Pember, 72, Rt. 6, Hopewell in L.T.C. the capability to deal with
for my clients"
Harry Nall are officiating.
Rd., Mayfield, died Sunday at 4:50 more acute CUM.
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"For example, when pumps were
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added to I.V. machines, it enabled
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
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individual.
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Crass, active; Ruby T. Ivy, Rupert
were in critical health and needed tube
Tynes, Bill Belote, Bob Evans, sons, Mike Pember, Rt. 6, Mayfeeding," she said.
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James Lowrey, Charles Sumner,
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Burnett with a Howard Miller mantel
field; five grandchildren; two clock on behalf of the hospital. She
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Pember and Aaron Copeland, great-grandchildren.
also received a "happy retirement"
De
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and we appreciate all of her contributions and hard work at MCCH," said GLYNDA BURNETT
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James Elbert Lassiter Sr., 52,
Hazel Park, Mich., died Friday at
Oakland General Hospital, Madison Heights, Mich.
Born Sept. 12, 1939, in Murray,
he was the son of the late David
Lassiter and Irene Garner Lassiter.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Darlene Roberson Lassiter, three
sons. James Elben Lassiter, Jr.,
Warren, Mich., and Brian T. Lassiter and Todd E. Lassiter, Hazel
Park, Mich.; one stepdaughter,
Delphia Petrey, Hazel Park; one
stepson, Roger Puny, Ferndale,
Mich.; two grandchildren, Brian
Lassiter and Christie Lassiter.
Also surviving are 13 sisters,
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Septic Tanks &
Sewers
Call Us Anytime
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